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Abstract
We use local mirror symmetry in type IIA string compactifications on Calabi–
Yau n + 1 folds Xn+1 to construct vector bundles on (possibly singular) el-
liptically fibered Calabi–Yau n-folds Zn. The interpretation of these data as
valid classical solutions of the heterotic string compactified on Zn proves F-
theory/heterotic duality at the classical level. Toric geometry is used to estab-
lish a systematic dictionary that assigns to each given toric n+ 1-fold Xn+1 a
toric n fold Zn together with a specific family of sheaves on it. This allows for
a systematic construction of phenomenologically interesting d = 4 N = 1 het-
erotic vacua, e.g. on deformations of the tangent bundle, with grand unified and
SU(3)×SU(2) gauge groups. As another application we find non-perturbative
gauge enhancements of the heterotic string on singular Calabi–Yau manifolds
and new non-perturbative dualities relating heterotic compactifications on dif-
ferent manifolds.
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1. Introduction
The heterotic string compactified on a Calabi–Yau three-fold X3 has been the phe-
nomenologically most promising candidate amongst perturbatively defined string theories
for quite some time [1]. In particular, compactifications with (0, 2) supersymmetry can
easily lead to realistic gauge groups [2]. The definition of the theory involves the under-
standing of a suitable stable vector bundle V on X3, which turns out to be a very difficult
problem, however.
A new promising approach to the problem is given by the duality to F-theory [3].
The basic duality is between F-theory on elliptically fibered K3 and the heterotic string
on T 2 in eight dimensions [3,4]. Lower dimensional dualities are obtained by ”fibering
the eight-dimensional duality” with the result that F-theory on an elliptically and K3
fibered n+1-dimensional Calabi–Yau manifold Xn+1 is dual to the heterotic string on an
elliptically fibered n-dimensional Calabi–Yau Zn [5].
Quantum corrections of various kinds on both sides are expected to challenge the
usefulness of these dualities for the case of minimal supersymmetry. However, to not put
the cart before the horse, the first task should be to determine dual compactifications
in a classical sense, by specifying to each Calabi–Yau manifold Xn+1 for the F-theory
compactification the dual manifold Zn together with an appropriate bundle
3 V on it. A
big step in this direction has been done in the mathematical analysis of [7][8][9][10], where
the moduli space of holomorphic H bundles on elliptically fibered manifolds has been
determined.
In this paper we take a rather different route to F-theory/heterotic duality. We define
vector bundles on general elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau n-folds purely in a type IIA
language. Specifically, the type IIA theory compactified on an elliptically and K3 fibered
Calabi–Yau manifold Xn+1 describes holomorphic H bundles on an elliptically fibered
Calabi–Yau manifold Zn on general grounds, without any reference to a heterotic dual.
As the starting point consider a type IIA compactification on K3×T 2 where the K3 is
elliptically fibered and has a singularity of type H. Part of the moduli space MIIA is
identified with the moduli space MT 2 of Wilson lines on T
2. The R-symmetry of the
N = 4 supersymmetry of this compactification provides identifications in MIIA which
in particular relate Ka¨hler deformations of the singularity H in the elliptic fibration of
the K3 to MT 2 [11]. The correspondence can be made precise by considering a certain
local limit. Application of local mirror symmetry maps this description of MT 2 in terms
3 Or more generally, reflexive or coherent sheaves [6] .
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of Ka¨hler moduli to a description of MT 2 in terms of complex deformations of a local
mirror geometry4 W2. In particular, W2 gives a concrete description of the elliptic curve
T 2 and a flat H bundle on it, where H is the type of the original singularity we started
with. Combining this construction with an adiabatic argument as in [12], we can use an
equivalent limit of a type IIA compactification on a Calabi–Yau n+1-fold Xn+1 rather than
K3, to describe deformations of a weighted projective bundle W˜ → Zn on the elliptically
fibered manifold Zn. These data define a family of vector bundles V on Zn [8].
Taking the small fiber limit of Xn+1, which does not interfer with the limit extracting
the submoduli space of the holomorphic bundle on Zn, we arrive at a similar conclusion
for the F-theory vacua in two dimensions higher. F-theory/heterotic duality reduces to
the mere statement that we can now interprete the stable H bundle on Zn as a classical
solution of the heterotic string.
Our approach improves in various aspects the previous understanding and use of
heterotic/F-theory duality. First note that rather than comparing properties of two sup-
posedly dual theories such as the topological data of line bundles in [8], we derive F-
theory/heterotic duality from known, classical physics of the type IIA compactification.
On the practical side, the method allows us to engineer a bundle with any given structure
group H on any elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau manifold Zn with no restriction on the
smoothness of the elliptic fibration. Using the powerful concept of toric geometry we can
give a systematic construction of how to build the Calabi–Yau manifold Xn+1 from a few
elementary building blocks. Subtleties arising from singularities in the elliptic fibrations
are taken care of by the toric framework.
That a purely classical type IIA framework can be used to provide a geometric con-
struction of a supersymmetric quantum theory has a well-known prehistory. In the ge-
ometric realization of the result of Seiberg and Witten [13] on N = 2 supersymmetric
Super-Yang–Mills (SYM) theory, the moduli space is described in terms of periods of
a Riemann surface Σ. The a priori surprising appearance of the complex geometry Σ is
explained by the fact that it appears as the mirror geometry of a type II Calabi–Yau three-
fold compactification [14][15][16][11]. Once this relation is recognized, it is much simpler
and much more general to obtain the exact answer for SYM theories in the type II setup,
with the result that for general gauge group H, the Seiberg–Witten geometry is a Calabi–
Yau threefold rather than a curve [11], as anticipated by the string point of view. In the
present case, the mathematical analysis of [8] leads to a formulation of the moduli space of
4 Here and in the following a subscript denotes the complex dimension of a geometry.
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H bundles on an elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau Zn in terms of deformations of seemingly
unrelated geometries of various dimensions for various H [8]. Again these geometries are
identified in the present paper directly with a physical type IIA compactification. These
geometries are well-understood and together with toric geometry provide an easy kit to
construct any given combination of a family of bundles and a manifold. We will formu-
late our construction in terms of Calabi–Yau manifolds represented as toric hypersurfaces,
which also in many other respects is the most useful and most general representation of
these manifolds.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In sect. 2 we explain the basic set up,
in particular the local mirror map, and give an outline of the general recipe for lower-
dimensional theories. In sect. 3 we define the toric geometries and their mirrors for
the eight-dimensional case and describe how the polyhedron ∆∗Xn+1 associated to the toric
manifold Xn+1 in the description of toric geometry, encodes the toric manifold Zn in terms
of a projection. In sect. 4 we complete the eight-dimensional dictionary between toric K3
manifolds and H bundles on an elliptic curve. In sect. 5 we illustrate the six-dimensional
case, giving a dictionary between local degeneration of Calabi–Yau three-folds X3 on the
one side and a family of vector bundles with structure group H on a K3 manifold Z2. We
find that a singular heterotic manifold can lead to non-perturbative symmetry enhancement
for appropriate choice of gauge bundle. Many of these theories turn out to have a non-
perturbative dual with a gauge bundle with different structure group on a different K3
manifold. In sect. 6 we describe vector bundles on Calabi–Yau three-folds which may
serve as a classical vacuum of a four-dimensional N = 1 heterotic string. We discuss
compactification on the tangent bundle generally in 10 − 2n dimensions and find similar
non-perturbative equivalences as those in the six dimensions. Some phenomenological
interesting configurations with gauge groups E8, E7, E6, SO(10), SU(5) and SU(3) ×
SU(2) are considered in sect. 7. We end with our conclusions in sect. 8.
2. Holomorphic bundles on elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau’s from mirror sym-
metry
For the class of heterotic vacua with F-theory duals we can restrict to the case of
vector bundles on elliptically fibered manifolds. For smooth fibrations, the vector bundle
V on Zn can then be thought of in a fiberwise way as the situation where the data of a flat
H bundle on the elliptic curve E varies over the points on the base. This case has been
analyzed mathematically in [8][10]. We then analyze the type IIA aspect, stressing the
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natural appearance of the mirror manifold, W2, and how the moduli space of H bundles
is described in terms of complex structure deformations of W2. From this we are lead to
the local mirror limit and how the construction generalizes to lower dimensional theories.
The heterotic perspective
Let us recall the basic construction of ref.[8]. In [7] it was shown that the moduli space
ME of a holomorphic H bundle on the elliptic curve E is a weighted projective space
W =WPrs0,...,sr , where r is the rank of H and si are the Dynkin numbers of the Dynkin
diagram of the twisted Kac-Moody algebra dual to H. In [8], the moduli space MZ of
H bundles on elliptically fibered manifolds Z (not necessarily Calabi–Yau) is described in
terms of families of elliptic curves Eb together with a bundle Vb on Eb varying over the
base B of the elliptic fibration π : Z → B. Here b parametrizes the base B. Part of the
data of the bundle V on Z is described by a bundle W˜ of weighted projective spaces over
B. Restriction to a point b ∈ B gives a weighted projective space Wb as above, together
with an elliptic curve Eb. The bundle W˜ is given by a projectivization of the bundle Ω
Ω = O ⊕ (⊕ri=1L
−di) , (2.1)
where L−1 is the normal bundle of B and the di are the degrees of the independent Casimir
operators of H.
For example, in the case G = SU(n), the zero of a section of W˜ determines a ”spectral
cover” C ⊂ Z, a codimension one submanifold in Z. C intersects an elliptic fiber Eb at n
points which define a holomorphic SU(n) bundle by identifying Eb with its Jacobian.
The information provided by a section of W˜ fixes only the part of the data of V
which determines the restriction V |Eb to fibers of π : Z → B. The information about the
non-trivial twisting is contained in a line bundle S on C [8]. If C is non-simply connected,
the definition of S requires5 the specification of holonomies classified by the Jacobian of
C. In the F-theory compactification on X this information corresponds to a point in the
torus H3(X,R)/H3(X,Z). The moduli space MZ of the H bundles on Z is thus fibered
over the basis Y , the space of sections of W˜ .
In the duality between the heterotic string on Z and F-theory on X , the geometric
data of X fix only the bundle W˜. This is clear upon further compactification on a two
5 Additional data related to singularities in the fiber product Z ×B Z are required if the
complex dimension of B is larger than one. See [17] for a partial identification of these data and
refs. [8][10][18] for comments on the data related to additional singularities in the construction.
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torus, where the torus H3(X,R)/H3(X,Z) gives rise to RR fields of the dual type IIA
compactification, which are non-geometric.
The type IIA perspective
The moduli spaceME of flatH bundles on an elliptic curve E appears in a different context
in the type IIA compactification on K3×T 2, corresponding to the Wilson lines on T 2. As
observed in [11], this implies that complex deformations of K3, Ka¨hler deformations of K3
and Wilson lines on the elliptic curve E can lead to equivalent moduli spaces. Specifically,
the three different kinds of deformations can be identified with the three adjoint scalar fields
in the N = 4 vector multiplet in four dimensions. Since there are elements of the SO(6) R-
symmetry which rotate the three deformations into each other, one can infer an equivalence
of moduli spaces under certain conditions. First note that if we choose a specific algebraic
representation M2 for a K3, the Ka¨hler deformations of M2 are equivalent to complex
deformations of the mirror manifold W2, so we may have to switch representations of K3,
when applying R-symmetry transformations. Similarly, the moduli space of H Wilson
lines on T 2 will appear in a type IIA compactification on a K3 Z2 with an H singularity.
The generic theory is mapped by the R-symmetry to a type IIA compactification on a
smooth K3, M2 or W2, in which an H singularity is deformed in either Ka¨hler or complex
structure.
The moduli space ME of H Wilson lines on T 2 contains the geometric deformations
of T 2. In order that these moduli can be equivalent to Ka¨hler deformations of M2, the
latter has to be elliptically fibered, with the two classes of the fiber and the base related
to the moduli of T 2. Similarly, to have an equivalent representation in terms of complex
deformations of a K3, W2, we have to require the mirror M2 to be elliptically fibered.
Moreover, in the full string moduli space these deformations are intertwined with each
other, so we have to consider a special boundary in moduli space where the deformations
are independent. For Ka¨hler deformations of a K3, M2, this requires that we restrict to
a region in moduli space where the local deformations of a single H singularity decouple
from the rest of the global geometry. The corresponding limit in the mirror manifold that
gives a representation ofME as complex deformations is given by translating the previous
local limit in Ka¨hler moduli to a limit in complex moduli. It is defined by the action of
mirror symmetry on the moduli spaces of M2 and W2. In the following this limit in W2
will be denoted the local mirror limit and the associated local geometry W2.
After having understood the relation between the moduli space of elliptically fibered
K3 and flat bundles on E, we can discard the T 2 in the above discussion and consider
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the six-dimensional type IIA compactification on the K3, M2. If both M2 and W2 are
elliptically fibered, the complex and Ka¨hler deformations of M2 will describe two vector
bundles V, V ′ with structure groups H, H ′ on (different) tori E, E′, respectively. Because
of the elliptic fibration we can moreover consider the eight-dimensional small fiber limit
of F-theory. The local mirror limit in complex structure now describes H Wilson lines on
T 2.
Our strategy to describe an H bundle on an elliptic curve E is now as follows: we
start with an elliptically fibered K3 manifold M2(H) with a singularity of type H in the
elliptic fibration. Applying mirror symmetry to M2(H) we obtain a mirror K3, W2(H),
with the roles of complex and Ka¨hler deformations exchanged. In the local mirror limit
we obtain a complex geometry W2 whose deformations describe the H bundle on EH .
Fibering the local geometry W2 over a complex base manifold B we obtain an H bundle
on the elliptically fibered manifold Z → B with fibers Eb, b ∈ B.
Type IIA/F-theory/heterotic duality
Up to now we have obtained the moduli space of H bundles on T 2 as complex deformations
of W2. In addition we have Ka¨hler deformations describing another flat bundle on T 2.
This is also the classical moduli space of the heterotic string on T 2 × T 2 with a vector
bundle that splits over the two T 2 factors. In the small fiber limit this is reduced to the
heterotic string on T 2. The statement that the full moduli spaces are equivalent is the
conjectured duality between the heterotic string and the corresponding type IIA/F-theory.
In six dimensions, we can interpret the complex and Ka¨hler deformations of the elliptically
fibered manifold W2 as two sets of Wilson lines WI and WII with structure groups HI and
HII on a T
2
I ×T
2
II compactification of the heterotic string, respectively. Specifically, the K3
W2 provides a Ka¨hler resolution of an HI singularity, whereas the complex deformations
encode the resolution of an HII singularity. The decompactification limit of T
2
I switches
off the Wilson lines in HI and restores an HI gauge symmetry. It corresponds to the small
fiber limit of W2 which blows down the Ka¨hler resolution of the HI singularity in the
elliptic fibration. Specifically, the Ka¨hler resolution replaces the singular elliptic fiber by a
collection of rk(G)+1 two-spheres which intersect according to the affine Dynkin diagram
of H. The classes of the blow-up spheres Ci are related to the class E of a generic fiber
over a generic point by
E =
∑
i
siCi , (2.2)
with si the (positive) Dynkin indices. Thus blowing down the generic fiber blows down
the spheres of the HI singularity leading to a gauge symmetry enhancement in the type
IIA theory.
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2.1. The local mirror limit
As mentioned before, the classical limit of the moduli space ME(H) of H bundles on
E, as represented by a Ka¨hler deformation of an H singularity in an elliptic fibration of
a K3, M2, corresponds to a limit where we consider only the local deformations of the H
singularity and switch off the coupling to the global geometry.
However, we are really interested in taking the same limit for the complex deformations
of the mirror W2(H). To be specific consider the case of K3 manifolds dual to the E8×E8
string. In this case the K3 manifold M2(H) has generically two singularities at the points
z = 0 and z =∞ corresponding to the eight-dimensional gauge group H = H1×H2 in the
two E8 factors. We represent M2(H) and W2(H) as hypersurfaces in a toric variety. The
toric construction will be described in detail in the next section. For the present discussion
it is sufficient to know that the mirror manifoldW2(H) is described as a hypersurface, given
as the zero locus of a polynomial pW2(H) in the toric embedding space. We assert that for
the class of K3’s dual to E8 ×E8 string, the polynomial pW2(H) takes the general form
pW2(H) = p0 + p+ + p− ,
p0 = y
2 + x3 + z˜6 + µxyz˜ ,
p± =
k∑
i=1
v±ipi± ,
(2.3)
where y, x, z˜, v are specially chosen coordinates on the embedding space; in particular v is a
coordinate on the base P1. Moreover pi± are polynomials in y, x, z˜ of homogeneous degree
with respect to the scaling action (y, x, z˜) → (λ3y, λ2x, λz˜). Moreover µ is a complex
parameter related to the complex structure of the elliptic curve EˆH : p0 = 0.
The fact that pW2(H) takes the above form is the way in which the complex geometry
W2(H) encodes the information that there is a singularity in each of the two E8 factors
at the two points z = 0 and z = ∞, respectively. Note that in addition to taking the
large base limit in the original K3 M2(H) we have also to make a choice of which of the
two points z = 0 or z = ∞ we want to concentrate on. We claim that the local mirror
corresponds to take a limit in the complex parameters such that
pi− → ǫ
ipi− , (2.4)
with ǫ→ 0. The local mirror geometry W is then given by
pW = p0 + p+ = 0. (2.5)
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The complex deformation of the geometry pW = 0 describes the moduli space of a flat
bundle V compactified on the elliptic curve EH defined by the hypersurface v = 0, EˆH :
p0 = 0. More precisely EˆH is the dual of the torus EH ; in other words, we can think of
EˆH as the Jacobian of EH , which shares the complex structure with EH . The polynomial
p+ contains the information about a bundle V+ on EH . E.g. for H = SU(N), N even, we
will have
p+ = v (z˜
N + z˜N−2x+ z˜N−3y + . . .+ xN/2) . (2.6)
As explained in more detail in a moment, we can integrate out v and obtain a geometry
defined by the two equations p0 = 0 ∩ p+ = 0. This intersection gives N points on EˆH ,
which are interpreted as the values of the Wilson lines in the Cartan algebra of SU(N).
These data specify uniquely the SU(N) bundle V+ [8].
Via duality, we will interpret this bundle as a bundle in the first E8 factor of the
heterotic string. Since the original K3 had two singularities, the limit (2.4) must already
include a choice of neighborhood. To describe the neighbourhood of the second singularity,
we simply rescale the variable v → vǫ with the result that now the perturbations in pi+
scale as ǫi while those in pi− are constant. The corresponding bundle V− can be interpreted
as the bundle in the second E8 factor of the dual heterotic string.
The fact that the limit (2.4) is indeed the action on the complex structure moduli
obtained from action of mirror symmetry on the local limit in the Ka¨hler moduli space
can be shown by a straightforward analysis of the Ka¨hler cone of M2(H) and the mirror
map between the Ka¨hler moduli space of M2(H) and the complex moduli of W2(H). This
is described in Appendix A using the toric formulation introduced in the next section.
2.2. Lower dimensional theories
The above construction will be generalized to lower-dimensional dual pairs of F-theory
on Calabi–Yau Wn+1 and the heterotic string on Calabi–Yau Zn by an application of the
adiabatic argument [12]. The geometryW2(H) describes an H bundle over EH in the local
limit. To obtain the description of an H bundle over an elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau
Zn we can fiber the geometry W2(H) over an n − 1 dimensional base Bn−1 to obtain a
Calabi–Yau Wn+1. In the local limit we now get an n dimensional geometry W defined as
in (2.3), but with the polynomials p± being functions of the coordinates of the base Bn−1
(or rather sections of line bundles on Bn−1). Similarly the bundle is now defined on the
projection to p0 = 0, which gives an n dimensional Calabi–Yau Zˆn. We can identify Zˆn
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with the dual6 ZˆH of a dual heterotic compactification manifold ZH . We will return to
the higher dimensional case later. For now we note that the local limit is taken only in the
fiber W2(H) (we choose to concentrate on the point with the singularity in the K3 fiber),
but we retain the global structure of the elliptic fibration over the base Bn−1.
3. Toric Construction
3.1. General remarks
In the toric framework, a Calabi–Yau manifold Mn is described by an n + 1 dimen-
sional polyhedron ∆. The vertices νk of ∆ lying on faces of codimension larger than one
correspond to divisors xk = 0 in Mn. Here xk is a coordinate on the toric ambient space
associated to νk. If n = 2, that isM2 is a K3 manifold, then a divisor is simply a holomor-
phic curve. On the other hand, the Ka¨hler resolution of a local H singularity gives also rise
to a collection of holomorphic spheres, intersecting according to the Dynkin diagram of H.
Therefore the resolution of H corresponds to a set of vertices νk in the polyhedron ∆ of
M2(H). It is in this way that the construction of the K3M2(H) and its mirrorW2(H) can
be phrased entirely in terms of the polyhedra ∆ and ∆∗. For n > 2, the divisors xk = 0
are no longer curves, but are dual to curves in Xn
7.
In general the mirror manifoldWn, associated toMn, can be obtained using Batyrev’s
construction in terms of of the dual polyhedron ∆⋆ [20]. The manifolds Mn and Wn are
then defined by the zero of a polynomial as:
p(Mn) = p∆ =
∑
j
aj
∏
i
x
〈νi,ν
⋆
j 〉+1
i ,
p(Wn) = p
⋆
∆ =
∑
i
bi
∏
j
x
〈νi,ν
⋆
j 〉+1
j ,
(3.1)
where the sum (product) runs over all vertices νi (ν
⋆
j ) of ∆ (∆
∗) which are on faces of
codimension higher than one. The parameters aj , bi determine the complex structure.
If N is the number of (relevant) vertices νi of ∆, there will be N − n− 1 non-trivial
relations
∑
i l
(r)
i νi = 0 defined by the vectors l
(r). From (3.1) it follows that the equation
6 With duality understood as the replacement of the elliptic fiber EH by the dual EˆH
parametrizing the Jacobian of EH . For simplification we will drop the hat on Zn in the following.
7 For more details the reader is refered to the reviews and discussions of toric geometry in the
physics literature [19].
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p∆ is invariant under rescalings xi → xiµl
(r)
i . Using these rescalings we can set N − n− 1
coordinates to one in the appropriate patch and the remaining equation in n+1 variables
defines a patch of the Calabi–Yau manifold Mn of dimension n. The number of such
rescalings is precisely the hodge number h1,1(Mn)
8. This is of course a consequence of
the fact that a vertex νi in ∆ corresponds to a divisor in Mn which in turn defines a (1,1)
form Kr on Mn. The same is true for Wn with the roles of ∆ and ∆
⋆ interchanged.
From (3.1) one can see that the relations l(r) translate to relations
∏
i
y
l
(r)
i
i = 1 (3.2)
between the monomials yi =
∏
j x
〈νi,ν
⋆
j 〉
j + 1 of p
⋆
∆. In other words, given p∆ and its
scaling relations we can construct p⋆∆ by solving for these relations without having a dual
polyhedron. In particular we can take the vertices associated to the resolution of an elliptic
singularity as in Table 1 and get an equation for the mirror geometry, which describe a
flat H bundle over an elliptic curve [11], for the reasons explained above.
If these vertices are part of a polyhedron ∆ of a compact Calabi–Yau manifold, we can
alternatively use Batyrev’s construction (3.1) to get the global mirror geometry. This global
information contains in particular a complete basis of divisors in Wn and the associated
rescalings l(r)∗. The polynomial p⋆∆ obtained in this way agrees with the one obtained
from the local description in a certain patch with some of the xi set to one.
3.2. Mirror geometries for elliptically fibered K3
We proceed with a construction of W2(H) in terms of toric polyhedra and the deriva-
tion of the precise form of (2.5) for various H.
The toric resolution of singularities in an elliptic fibration has been studied in
[21][22][11]. For the case n = 2, we use the definitions
e2 = (0,−1, 0), e3 = (0, 0,−1),
f1 = (0, 2, 3), f2 = (0, 1, 2), f3 = (0, 1, 1)
v0 = (−1, 2, 3), vk = (−1, 2− [
k + 1
2
], 2− [
k
2
]), wk = (−2, 3− k, 4− k), k > 0 ,
s1 = (−2, 1, 1), s2 = (−3, 1, 1), t1 = (−3, 1, 2), t2 = (−4, 1, 2) ,
u1 = (−3, 2, 3), u2 = (−4, 2, 3), u3 = (−5, 2, 3), u4 = (−6, 2, 3) .
(3.3)
8 This assumes that all the Ka¨hler deformations are toric.
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Moreover a tilde will denote a reversal of the sign of the first entry, e.g. v˜0 = (1, 2, 3). The
toric data for an H singularity in the elliptic fibration over a plane are [21]:
H {νi}
SU(N) v1, . . . , vN−1
SO(7) v2, v3, w1
SO(2N + 5) v2, vN+1, w1, . . . , wN
Sp(N) v1, v3, . . . , v2N−1
SO(2N + 6) v2, vN+1, vN+2, w1, . . . , wN
G2 v2, w1
F4 u1, v3, w1, w2
E6 s1, u1, v3, v4, w1, w2
E7 s1, t1, u1, u2, v4, w1, w3
E8 s2, t2, u1, . . . , u4, w1, w3 (3.4)
Table 1: Vertices {νi} of the toric polyhedron ∆local = convex hull {e2, e3, v0, νi} for the
resolution of an H singularity in the elliptic fibration over the plane..
Solutions of the relations (3.2) for many H has been given in [11] and will be extended in
the next section to all Lie groups. The generic structure is as follows. Firstly we associate
to the vertices ei, f1 of the elliptic fiber the monomials:
e2 ↔ x
3, e3 ↔ y
2, f1 ↔ z˜
6. (3.5)
Moreover we associate to a vertex νi ∈ ∆local with first entry νi,1 a monomial
v−νi,1f(y, x, z˜) , (3.6)
such that f(y, x, z˜) is a polynomial which solves the obvious linear relations between the
vertices. Note that (y, x, z˜) will appear as homogeneous coordinates of the elliptic curve
EˆH : p0 = 0 while v defines a grading of the bundle on EˆH .
Note that the (negative of) first entry of the vertices in (3.4) agrees with the Dynkin
label of the twisted Kac-Moody algebra associated to a simple Lie group H shown in Fig.
1. Thus the v powers that appear are also in one to one correspondence with the Dynkin
labels. Moreover the number of monomials in pi+ is equal to the number of Dynkin labels
equal to i.
11
12 2 2 2 21
1
1 1 1 1 1 1
22 2 2 2 2
1
1
1 2 1
1 2 3 2 1
1 2 3 2 1
2
1
1 2 3 4 3 2 1
2
1 6 4 25432
3
1
1
1
11 1 11
AN
BN
CN
DN
G2
F4
E6
E 8
E 7
Fig. 1: Dynkin diagrams for the duals of the untwisted Kac-Moody algebras. The integers
denote the associated Dynkin labels for the affine root.
Global K3 mirror manifolds
While we can use the local description above to define any flat H bundle on the elliptic
curve EˆH , viewing it as a heterotic vacuum will of course imply restrictions on the possible
structure groups H. The point is that precisely if H can be embedded in a heterotic gauge
group then the local geometry corresponding to ∆local of Table 1 can be embedded into a
global K3 geometry M2(H) corresponding to a larger polyhedron ∆. In particular we can
construct a dual polyhedron ∆⋆ describing a global geometry W2 that contains the local
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mirror geometry in a patch. This will be very useful when constructing fibrations of the
local mirror geometry over an n − 1 complex dimensional base. If we construct a global
K3 manifoldM2 with only an elliptic singularity of type H above a single point, we obtain
the vertices of ∆⋆ shown in Table 2:9
H {ν⋆i } GH H {ν
⋆
i } GH
SU(1) u4 E8 SO(14) v˜0, f3, v3 SU(2)
SU(2) u2, w3 E7 SO(16) w˜1, f2, v3 SU(1)
SU(3) s1, u1, v4 E6 SO(5) w1, w3 SO(11)
SU(4) v4, w1, w2 SO(10) SO(7) w1, w2 SO(9)
SU(5) v0, v2, v3, v4 SU(5) SO(9) v3, w1 SO(7)
SU(6) f1, v1, v3, v4 SU(2)× SU(3) SO(11) v0, v3 SO(5)
SU(7) v˜0, f3, v3, v4 SU(2)× SU(2) SO(13) f1, v3 SU(2)
SU(8) w˜1, f2, v3, v4 SU(2) SO(15) v˜0, v3 SU(1)
SU(9) u˜1, v˜2, v3, v4 SO(14)× SU(2) G2 u1 F4
Sp(3) f1, w3 G2 × SU(2) F4 w1 G2
Sp(4) w˜1, w3 SU(2)2 E6 v0, v1, v2 SU(3)
SO(10) v0, v2, v3 SU(4) E7 v0, v1 SU(2)
SO(12) f1, v1, v3 SU(2)× SU(2) E8 v0 SU(1) (3.7)
Table 2: Vertices {ν⋆i } associated to the moduli space of H bundles over EH in terms of complex
geometries. The toric polyhedron is ∆∗H=convex hull {u˜4, e2, e3} ∪ {ν
⋆
i }. For H = SU(9) GH is
the commutant of H in SO(32).
There is a nice property of mirror symmetry when acting on the elliptically fibered
K3 manifolds in Table 2 and their generalization with two singularities at the two points
z = 0 and z = ∞ of the base P1 (corresponding to an elliptic fibration with a E8 × E8
structure):
(∗) Let X2(H1, H2) denote the elliptically fibered K3 manifold with singularities of
type H1 and H2 at z = 0 and z = ∞, respectively. Then the mirror of X2(H1, H2)
is a K3 manifold of type X2(GH1 , GH2), with GHi the commutant of Hi in E8.
This result is not unexpected in view of the interpretation of K3 mirror symmetry in terms
of orthogonal lattices [23]. It can be proven by a straightforward application of Batyrev’s
construction of mirror manifolds in terms of dual polyhedra. A similar statement applies to
fibrations with only a single singularity corresponding to K3’s dual to the SO(32) heterotic
9 We have performed a simple rotation of basis in order to use the definitions (3.3).
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string. We have indicated the commutants G in Table 2. An over-lined SU(2) denotes a
special SU(2) factor which appears as a point in the hyperplane of the elliptic fiber; in
this case there is no decomposition as H × G in terms of maximal subgroups (as e.g. in
the breaking E8 → SU(7)).
3.3. Lower dimensional theories: Heterotic polyhedra from F-theory polyhedra
To obtain a description of holomorphic bundles on elliptic (Calabi–Yau) manifolds we
need a toric description of a fibration of the local mirror geometryW2 above a base manifold
Bn−1. This is a very simple process if W2 can be described in terms of a polyhedron ∆∗,
which as we noted above is immediate if the structure group H fits into a heterotic gauge
group. In this case we have the embedding in a global K3 geometry W2. We will restrict
to this simple case, which is also the physically most interesting one in the following. The
general case is more involved technically but can be treated very similarly.
In [24] it was shown that a toric manifoldXn defined by a polynomial as in (3.1) admits
a fibration with Calabi–Yau fibers Yk, if its polyhedron ∆Xn contains the polyhedron of
the fiber Yk as a hypersurface of codimension n−k. Thus a fibration ofW2 ⊂W2(H) over
an n− 1 dimensional base Bn−1 is described by an n+ 2 dimensional polyhedron ∆
∗
Wn+1
that contains ∆⋆W2 as a hyperplane. Specifically we can choose coordinates such that the
hypersurface {ν⋆i ∈ ∆
∗ : ν⋆i,j = 0, j = 1, . . . , n− 1} contains the vertices (0
n−1, ν⋆i (W2)),
with ν⋆i (W2) the three-dimensional vertices described in the previous section.
Since we have a well-defined global geometry we can get the defining equation for the
mirror manifold directly from (3.1), rather than solving (3.2). After a choice of variables –
corresponding to setting some of the toric variables xk to one or equivalently concentrating
on the relevant local patch – we obtain an expression precisely as in (2.3), but with the
coefficients of the polynomials pi± in (y, x, z˜) being functions of the toric coordinates on
Bn−1. In particular, Zn : p0 = 0 defines an n dimensional Calabi–Yau manifold. The
holomorphic H bundle is defined on Zn and we are free to interpret this data as a classical
heterotic vacuum.
We have used a limit of the n + 1 dimensional toric geometries Wn+1 to describe a
heterotic compactification on an n dimensional Calabi–Yau Zn with a prescribed vector
bundle. In toric terms, Wn+1 is given by an n+ 2 dimensional polyhedron ∆
∗
Wn+1
and its
dual ∆Mn+1 , while the manifold Zn can be described by an n+ 1 dimensional polyhedron
∆∗Zn and its dual. Let us see how to get ∆
∗
Zn
directly from ∆∗Wn+1 by an appropriate
projection.
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First recall that a hypersurface H in a polyhedron ∆ corresponds to a projection in
the dual polyhedron ∆⋆. This is evident if we choose coordinates where the k dimensional
hypersurface H is described by vertices νi ∈ ∆ with the first k entries equal to zero. The
inner product 〈νi, ν∗j 〉 that determines the monomials in (3.1) does not depend on the first
k entries of the vertices ν∗j , thus defining a projection in ∆
∗.
The ”heterotic manifold” Zn is defined by p0 = 0 which contains the monomials
with zero power of v. Recall that in the K3 case the v power is associated to the first
entry νi,1 of a vertex in ∆ and in the above conventions it will be the n-th entry of the
higher dimensional polyhedron ∆Mn+1 , the dual polyhedron of ∆
∗
Wn+1
. Thus the heterotic
manifold Zn corresponds to a projection in the n-th direction of the polyhedron ∆
∗
Wn+1
and
its mirror Z∗n to a hyperplane νi,n=0 of the polyhedron ∆Mn+1 .
f : Wn+1 → Zn
p0 =
∑
i
ai
∏
j
x
〈ν′i,ν
⋆
j 〉+1
j ν
′
i,n = 0.
(3.8)
Note that the above implies that the mirror Mn+1 of the Calabi–Yau Wn+1 which is
dual to the heterotic string on Zn admits a Z
∗
n fibration, π : Mn+1 → P
1 with fibers Z∗n,
where Z∗n is the mirror manifold of Zn !
4. Local mirror limit of K3 manifolds
From the toric construction of the elliptic singularities over the plane, see sect. 3.2, and
solving (3.2) using the variables defined below eq.(3.5), we can determine the polynomials
pi+ appearing in the local limit (2.4). Below we collect the results for the various choices
of structure group H of the bundles.
The H = SU(N) cases can be phrased in the general form [11],
p1+ = a1z˜
N + a2z˜
N−2x+ a3z˜
N−3y + . . .+
{
aNx
N/2
aNyx
N−3
2
}
, (4.1)
where the {ai} are coordinates on the moduli space which is isomorphic to PN−1. The
geometry pe+v p
1
+ = 0 describes a two-dimensional complex geometry. Note that we have
four coordinates, one equation, and one scaling relation
(y, x, z˜, v) ∼ (λ3y, λ2x, λz˜, λ6−Nv) . (4.2)
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This is different from the zero dimensional spectral cover description of the moduli space
of SU(n) bundles obtained in [8][10]. However as far as the complex structure moduli
space is concerned, we can integrate out linear variables, that is v in the geometry above,
to obtain a zero dimensional geometry
pE = 0, p
1
+ = 0 ,
the spectral cover. Note that the situation is very similar to what happens in the case of
moduli spaces of N = 2 d = 4 SYM theories: the general complex geometry determining
the exact solution is a Calabi–Yau three-fold [11] but for the SU(N) case it is natural to
integrate out two dimensions [14][15] to get the Riemann surface of [13].
For SO(2N + 1) the local limit can be phrased in the general form
p1+ = b1z˜
N−3y + b2z˜
N + ǫ b3yx
N+1
2 −2 + (1− ǫ) b3x
N
2 ,
p2+ = a1z˜
2N−6 + a2z˜
2N−8x+ . . .+ aN−2x
N−3 ,
(4.3)
with {b1, b2, b3, a1, . . . , aN−2} coordinates on the moduli space WP
N
1,1,1,2,...,2 of flat BN
bundles on elliptic curve E. Moreover ǫ = (0, 1) for N even (odd). This expression can
be shown to be valid for any N > 4 by using non-local Calabi–Yau two-fold geometries
[25]. The only other case SO(7) is slightly irregular and is obtained from the SO(9) case
by discarding the term a2x in p
2
+.
For Sp(N) bundles we obtain
p1+ = a1z˜
2N + a2z˜
2N−2x+ a3z˜
2N−4x2 + . . .+ aNx
N (4.4)
with {ai} coordinates on the moduli space PN of CN bundles. The Sp(N) case can be
considered as a modding y → −y of the SU(2N) case in (4.1).
SO(2N) bundles are described by a geometry W2(DN ) with [11]
p1+ = b1z˜
N−3y + b2z˜
N + c1z˜
1−ǫyx
N+ǫ
2 −2 + c2z˜
ǫx
N−ǫ
2 ,
p2+ = a1z˜
2N−6 + a2z˜
2N−8x+ . . .+ aN−3z˜
2xN−4 .
(4.5)
Here {b1, b2, c1, c2, a1, . . . , aN−3} are coordinates on the moduli space WP
N−1
1,1,1,1,2,...,2 of
flat DN−1 bundles on elliptic curve E, and again ǫ = (0, 1) for N even (odd).
For the exceptional group G2 we find
p1+ = a1z˜
3 + a2y , p
2
+ = b1 (4.6)
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with {a1, a2, b1} coordinates on the moduli space WP
2
1,1,2 of flat G2 bundles.
The geometry W2(F4) for the exceptional group F4 is given by
p1+ = a1z˜
4 + a2x
2 , p2+ = b1z˜
2 + b2x , p
3
+ = c1 (4.7)
where {a1, a2, b1, b2, c1} are coordinates on the moduli spaceWP
2
1,1,2,2,3 of flat F4 bundles.
Finally the geometries for the exceptional groups En can be written as follows
10. For
E6 we have
p1+ = a1z˜
5 + a2z˜x
2 + a3xy , p
2
+ = b1z˜
4 + b2z˜y + b3z˜
2x , p3+ = c1z˜
3 , (4.8)
parametrizing a WP61,1,1,2,2,2,3,
for E7
p1+ = a1z˜
5 + a2xy , p
2
+ = b1z˜
4 + b2x
2 + b3yz˜ ,
p3+ = c1z˜
3 + c2xz˜ , p
4
+ = d1z˜
2 ,
(4.9)
defining a moduli space WP71,1,2,2,2,3,3,4
and for E8
p1+ = a1z˜
5 , p2+ = b1z˜
4 + b2x
2 , p3+ = c1z˜
3 + c2y ,
p4+ = d1z˜
2 + d2x , p
5
+ = e1z˜ , p
6
+ = f1 ,
(4.10)
giving a moduli space WP81,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,6. The En geometries define two-dimensional com-
plex del Pezzo surfaces.
The parametrization of the complex geometries as above is ambiguous in the sense that
there are additional terms compatible with the scaling symmetries which can be absorbed
by variable definitions. E.g. in the polynomial for the elliptic curve E : y2+x3+z˜6+yxz˜ = 0
we can eliminate the linear term in y by a shift of y and obtain new monomials x2z˜2 and xz˜4
instead. In the fibrations of the geometries below it may happen that a specific fibration
prefers a different parametrization then the one given above. However the monomials
always will have the identical scaling properties as the ones given above.
10 There are several equivalent ways of parametrizing these geometries, see [8][11].
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5. Six-dimensional heterotic N = 1 vacua
Let us proceed with six-dimensional dual pairs, that is F-theory on Calabi–Yau three-
fold W3 versus the heterotic string on K3. This case has been studied from other various
points of view in [26][27][28] 11.
After a brief discussion of the toric geometry for the elliptic fibration in sect. 5.1. we
turn to identifying the components of the geometric moduli space in sect. 5.2. To demon-
strate the method we will describe the construction of smooth bundles on K3 obtained
from mirror symmetry in some detail in sect. 5.3. In sect. 5.4. we discuss gauge back-
grounds that lead to non-perturbative gauge symmetry enhancements. In sect. 5.5. we
describe the geometric configuration for the tangent bundle. In sect. 5.6. we will derive
new non-perturbative equivalences in six dimensional heterotic string compactification.
The duality involves compactification on quite different K3 manifolds. In sect. 5.7. we
discuss pairs of six dimensional compactifications on mirror Calabi–Yau three-folds that
become equivalent after further compactifying to three dimensions. In sect. 5.8 we show
how the Higgs branches related to Coulomb branches in the dual theory can be realized in
terms of non-toric and non-polynomial deformations. In particular the physical spectrum
is not determined by the theoretical topological data of the Calabi–Yau manifold, but by
the number of deformations of a specific toric realization of it.
5.1. Toric geometry of the fibration
As described in sect. 3.3. we have to fiber the local geometry W2 over a P1. For
the cases where H ⊂ G0, with G0 the heterotic gauge group, we can describe W2 as a
local patch of the K3 W2 given by a polyhedron ∆
⋆
3 as in Table 2. In this fibration, ∆
⋆
3
becomes the hypersurface H : ν⋆i,1 = 0 in a four-dimensional polyhedron ∆
⋆
4 corresponding
to a Calabi–yau three-fold W3. It remains to specify the vertices of ∆
⋆
4 which do not lie in
H.
There is no freedom in the choice of the base manifold; it is just a P1. In the toric
polyhedron the vertices associated to the P1 are given by projecting along the fiber direc-
tions [29], which maps a vector ν⋆i to its first entry. The vertices for the toric variety P
1
are {(−1), (1)}. Thus we add vertices with first entry ±1.
11 In particular the result of local mirror symmetry is technically closely related to the stable
degenerations of Calabi–Yau manifolds introduced in [8] and discussed further in [26].
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Consider now the base of the elliptic fibration πF :W3 → B2. In the simplest case the
base is a P1 bundle over a base P1 (with the base P1 being the base of the elliptic K3W2),
that is a Hirzebruch surface Fn. The vertices of Fn are ν
⋆
i ∈ {(−1, 0), (0,−1), (0, 1), (1, n)},
with the two relations between the ν⋆i corresponding to the two classes of P
1’s. The vertices
with ν⋆i,1 = 0 are already contained in the hyperplane H. We add therefore two vertices
and obtain a polyhedron
∆∗4 = convex hull {(0, ν
⋆
i
′), (1, n, 2, 3), (−1, 0, 2, 3)} , (5.1)
where {ν⋆i
′} are the vertices of ∆∗3.
Furthermore, we can add two types of vertices corresponding to non-perturbative
dynamics of the heterotic string: a) we can blow up the base Fn of the elliptic fibration πF
where the new moduli associated to the blown up spheres correspond to non-perturbative
tensor multiplets from five-branes in six dimensions [5], b) we can introduce singularities
in the elliptic fibration located at points on the base P1. The new Ka¨hler classes from
reducible fibers correspond to non-perturbative gauge symmetries [5].
5.2. The geometric moduli space
Let us consider in more detail the precise meaning of the map f : W3 → Z2 which
gives the heterotic manifold in terms of the polyhedron of the type IIA compactification.
The moduli space of the type IIA compactification onW3 has two sectors, the moduli space
MHM parametrized by the hypermultiplets and the vector multiplet moduli spaceMVM .
These spaces are in general decoupled due to the constraints of N = 2 supersymmetry up
to subtleties explained e.g. in [30].
The hypermultiplets of type IIA on W3 contain the string coupling, the complex
structure of W3 and the Ramond-Ramond (RR) fields. In the dual heterotic theory on
Z2 × T
2 the hypermultiplets contain the geometric moduli of Z2 and the data of the
bundle on Z2. The complex structure of W3 describes the geometry of Z2 and part of the
bundle data, namely the ”spectral cover” C of V or its generalizations defined by W3 for
H 6= SU(n). The RR moduli determine a line bundle L on C [8].
The 20 hypermultiplets that describe the geometry of K3 split into Ka¨hler deforma-
tions and complex deformations in a given algebraic realization of Z2. In particular, if
Z2 is elliptically fibered and has a global section, the Picard lattice Pic(Z2) has at least
rank two with a hyperbolic plane U generated by the class of the section and the class
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of the elliptic fiber. We can therefore test only the part of the moduli space of K3 com-
pactifications with rank Pic(Z2) ≥ 2 using the type IIA/F-theory picture. Actually we
can argue that it is sufficient to consider the case with rank Pic(Z2) = 2. Namely, since
Ka¨hler and complex structure deformations of a singularity are equivalent for K3, we can
always choose a complex deformation of a singularity to keep the rank of Pic(Z2) fixed
12.
Said differently, reaching a singularity in the complex structure of Z2, there is in general
no new branch in the moduli space corresponding to Ka¨hler deformations of this singular-
ity. However there can be new branches in four dimensions if the singularity is associated
with non-perturbative gauge symmetries Gˆ. In this case there is a new branch in the four
dimensional compactification on K3×T 2 corresponding to non-vanishing Gˆ Wilson lines
on T 2 emanating from the locus of singular K3.
Keeping this in mind we can now make the meaning of the map f from the type
IIA to the heterotic polyhedron more precise. The correspondence of the geometric hy-
permultiplet moduli space, identifying the complex structure deformations of Wn+1 with
the complex structure of Zn and the bundle data on it has been discussed in the previous
sections. It remains to assign the vector moduli, corresponding to Ka¨hler moduli of the
toric manifold Wn+1, to heterotic deformations.
In general, the Ka¨hler deformations of the toric variety Wn+1 defined by a complex
polyhedron ∆∗Wn+1 provide always a complete resolution of the canonical singularities of
birational equivalent models. In particular this implies also the complete resolution of
singularities for any divisor in Wn+1. Let us assume that ∆
∗
Zn
appears not only as a
projection but is a hyperplane in ∆∗Wn+1 , that is Zn is a divisor in Wn+1. The Ka¨hler
resolution of Wn+1 provides a Ka¨hler resolution of the divisor Zn. However, since the
Ka¨hler moduli of type IIA on W3 correspond to vector multiplets whereas the Ka¨hler
deformations of the heterotic string on Z2 are related to hypermultiplets, the Ka¨hler blow
up of the singularities in the divisor Z2 of W3 is not mapped to a Ka¨hler blow up of
Z2. Rather it corresponds to the above mentioned four-dimensional Coulomb branch of
non-perturbative gauge symmetries emanating from the singularity in Z2. So although the
Ka¨hler resolution of W3 provides a Ka¨hler resolution of a singularity of Z2, the correct
heterotic picture is in terms of a Coulomb branch of a non-perturbative gauge symmetry
compactified on the singular K3 times T 2. Of course this interpretation is only possible
because of the equivalence of the moduli space of Ka¨hler deformations of singularities in
the elliptic fibration of K3 manifolds with the moduli space of flat bundles on an elliptic
12 The same will of course not be true in the case of n > 2, where Ka¨hler and complex structure
deformations are not equivalent.
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curve! This is another, different consequence of the fact that we used elliptically fibered
manifolds as the starting point for our geometric construction of flat bundles.
The fact that ∆∗Zn appears in general only as a projection rather than a hyperplane,
fits nicely in the above picture. Since Z2 does not represent a divisor in W3, the complete
Ka¨hler resolution of W3 does not necessarily provide a complete Ka¨hler resolution of Z2.
This corresponds to the situation with generic bundle V , where the singularity in Z2 does
not lead to a non-perturbative gauge symmetry and there is no new branch in the moduli
space.
5.3. Smooth bundles
We consider now in some detail configurations which correspond to smooth heterotic
bundles at a generic point in moduli space. To specify the theory we have to choose two
bundles V1, V2 in the two E8 factors and the integer n which specifies the fibration of the
K3 fiber M2 over a further P
1. n corresponds also to the way the total instanton number
k = 24 is divided between the two E8 factors: k1 = 12 + n, k2 = 12− n [5].
The geometry corresponding to the choice of (V1, V2) and n is as follows. The bundle
(V1, V2) determines the K3 fiber M2. As before we take the structure group of V2 to
be trivial and concentrate on the first E8 factor. For a structure group H1 we take the
corresponding K3 specified in Table 2. The instanton number k1 is encoded in the fibration
of M2(H1) over the base P
1 with coordinates (s, t) and corresponds to the choice of n for
the Hirzebruch surface Fn [5]. We therefore consider the polyhedron ∆
⋆
4 of (5.1) with
n = k1 − 12.
SU(N) bundles
From the polyhedron (5.1) we obtain a Calabi–Yau three-fold W3(AN ). The defining
hypersurface is given by (3.1). Taking the local limit of p∆∗4 and making our special choice
of local coordinates we obtain the local three-fold geometry W3:
p∆∗4 |local = p0 + p+ ,
p0 = y
2 + x3 + z˜6f12 + yz˜
3h6 + xz˜
4h8 + x
2z˜2h4 + yxz˜st ,
p+ = v (z˜
Nfk1 + xz˜
N−2fk1−4 + . . .+
{
xN/2fk1−2N
yx
N−3
2 fk1−2N
}
).
(5.2)
Here fl is a generic polynomial of homogeneous degree l in the variables (s, t) while hl is
of the restricted form hl = s
l + αlt
l. The interpretation of the three complex dimensional
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geometry W3 is very similar to the situation we encountered before: v = 0 projects onto
the K3 surface Z2 : p0 = 0. This is the K3 surface (dual to the manifold) on which the
heterotic string is compactified. Integrating out the linear variable v we obtain a one-
dimensional geometry, the intersection p0 = 0 ∩ p+ = 0 which describes a curve C in Z2.
C is the spectral curve which determines the SU(N) bundle on Z2 as in [8][10].
The number of parameters of p+ is Nk1 − N2 + 2. Discarding one parameter which
can be absorbed in an overall rescaling this agrees with the dimension of the moduli space
of AN bundles of instanton number k on K3 as determined by the index formula
dimM(H) = c2(H) k − dim(H) , (5.3)
which applies for simple H and large enough k. Strictly speaking the formula (5.2) and
similar formulae below for the other groups are valid for the values of N which appear in
Table 2. However it is worth noting that these formulae are valid for any large N as well.
The only new aspect is that for large N we have to consider non-compact Calabi–Yau
geometries as in [11].
SO(2N + 1) bundles
For the group BN (as well as for several other groups below) we encounter the situation
that the fibered geometry W3(H) includes monomials with identical scaling properties in
addition to those encountered for W2(H). In particular note that the polynomial p
1
+ has
degree N in the variables (y, x, z˜) ∼ (λ3y, λ2x, λz˜) but does not contain all monomials of
the appropriate weight. In the fibered geometry W3(BN ), the monomials in W2(BN ) are
multiplied by general functions fl of the base variables (s, t), while the extra monomials
are multiplied by restricted functions hl = s
l+αlt
l. The general expression can be written
as
p1+ =z˜
Nfk1 + z˜
N−3yfk1−6 + ǫyx
N+1
2 −2fk1−2N + (1− ǫ)x
N
2 fk1−2N+
z˜N−2xhk1−4 + z˜
N−4x2hk1−8 + z˜
N−5xyhk1−10 + z˜
N−6x3hk1−12
+ . . .+ ǫz˜x
N+1
2 −1hk1−2N+2 + (1− ǫ)z˜yx
N
2 −2hk1−2N+2 ,
p2+ =z˜
2N−6f2k1−12 + z˜
2N−8xf2k1−16 + . . .+ x
N−3f2k1−4N ,
(5.4)
with ǫ = 0 (1) for N even (odd). The number of parameters is (2N−1)k1−(2N2+N)+1 as
predicted by the index formula. The SO(7) case is again obtained from SO(9) by dropping
the second term xf2k1−16 in p
2
+.
Sp(N) bundles
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The Sp(N) case can again be considered as a modding of the SU(2N) bundle by the
operation y → −y. This agrees with the result obtained from the geometric construction:
p+ = v (z˜
2Nfk1 + xz˜
2N−2fk1−4 + . . .+ x
Nfk1−4N ) . (5.5)
The number of parameters is (N + 1)k1 − (2N2 +N) + 1 as predicted by (5.3).
SO(2N) bundles
For H = SO(2N) we have again extra monomials because p1+ of W2(DN ) is not of the
generic form. We find
p1+ =z˜
Nfk1 + z˜
N−3yfk1−6 + z˜
1−ǫyx
N+ǫ
2 −2fk1−2(N−1+ǫ) + z˜
ǫx
N−ǫ
2 fk1−2(N−ǫ)+
z˜N−2xhk1−4 + z˜
N−4x2hk1−8 + z˜
N−5xyhk1−10 + z˜
N−6x3hk1−12 + . . .+
z˜3−ǫyx
N+ǫ
2 −3hk1−2(N+ǫ−3) + z˜
2+ǫx
N−ǫ
2 −1hk1−2(N−2−ǫ) ,
p2+ =z˜
2N−6f2k1−12 + z˜
2N−8xf2k1−16 + . . .+ z˜
2xN−4f2k1−4(N−1) .
(5.6)
with ǫ = 0 (1) for N even (odd). The number of parameters in p1+ and p
2
+ is (2N − 2)k1−
(2N2 −N) + 1 in agreement with the index formula (5.3).
G2 bundles
For G2 bundles we obtain a geometry W3(G2):
p1+ = z˜
3fk1 + xz˜hk1−4 + yfk1−6 ,
p2+ = f2k1−12 .
(5.7)
The number of parameters is 4k1 − 14 + 1 in agreement with (5.3).
F4 bundles
For F4 bundles, the complex geometry W3(F4) takes the form
p1+ = z˜
4fk1 + xz˜
2hk1−4 + yz˜hk1−6 + x
2fk1−8 ,
p2+ = z˜
2f2k1−12 + xf2k1−16 ,
p3+ = f3k1−24 .
(5.8)
The number of parameters is 9k1 − 52 + 1.
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E6 bundles
If we fiber the geometry W2(E6) we obtain a three-dimensional manifold
p1+ =z˜
5fk1 + z˜
3xhk1−4 + z˜
2yhk1−6 + z˜x
2fk1−8 + yxfk1−10 ,
p2+ =z˜
4f2k1−12 + z˜
2xf2k1−16 + z˜yf2k1−18 ,
p3+ =z˜
3f3k1−24 .
(5.9)
The number of parameters is 12k1 − 78 + 1, as expected.
E7 bundles
For H = E7, the local geometry W3(E7) takes the form
p1+ =z˜
5fk1 + z˜
3xhk1−4 + z˜
2yhk1−6 + z˜x
2hk1−8 + yxfk1−10 ,
p2+ =z˜
4f2k1−12 + z˜
2xh2k1−16 + z˜yf2k1−18 + x
2f2k1−20 ,
p3+ =z˜
3f3k1−24 + z˜xf3k1−28 ,
p4+ =z˜
2f4k1−36 .
(5.10)
The number of parameters is 18k1 − 133 + 1 and agrees with (5.3).
E8 bundles
Finally we describe E8 bundles over the K3 Z2 : p0 = 0. The geometry W3(E8) reads
p1+ =z˜
5fk1 + z˜
3xhk1−4 + z˜
2yhk1−6 + z˜x
2hk1−8 + yxhk1−10 ,
p2+ =z˜
4f2k1−12 + z˜
2xh2k1−16 + z˜yh2k1−18 + x
2f2k1−20 ,
p3+ =z˜
3f3k1−24 + z˜xh3k1−28 + yf3k1−30 ,
p4+ =z˜
2f4k1−36 + xf4k1−40 ,
p5+ =z˜f5k1−48 ,
p6+ =f6k1−60 .
(5.11)
The number of parameters is 30k1 − 248 + 1 as expected.
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5.4. Singular bundles and non-perturbatively enhanced gauge symmetries
The heterotic vacua with smooth compactification manifold ZH and generic H bun-
dle described so far have unbroken gauge symmetries with group G, the commutant of
H in the perturbative original ten-dimensional gauge group G0. Let us investigate the
conditions under which the heterotic string acquires extra massless degrees of freedom of
non-perturbative origin. Note that the local mirror geometry W3, which defines the map
of moduli spaces, is part of an F-theory compactification on the small fiber limit of W3.
We can therefore use the F-theory knowledge of how to engineer non-perturbative gauge
symmetries to obtain a blow-up of W3 corresponding to a non-perturbative gauge sym-
metry Gnp [5][21]. This is done by wrapping a seven-brane on the fiber P
1 of the base
BF = Fn of the elliptic fibration π
′
F : W → BF . The geometry W
′
3 obtained from the
blown up three-fold defines the heterotic data in the same way as for the case of smooth
bundles and smooth Z2. In the toric language this corresponds to adding a vertex of type
b) in sect. 5.1. Let us first establish the following general result:
(+) Consider the E8 × E8 string compactified on an elliptically fibered K3 with a
singularity of type G at a point s = 0 and a special gauge background Vˆ . If the
restriction Vˆ|EH to the fiber EH at s = 0 is sufficiently trivial, the heterotic string
acquires a non-perturbative gauge symmetry Gnp ⊃ G.
Note that the above result is very similar to the case of the type IIA string on singularities.
In this case we know that type IIA on singularities of 2-cycles acquires a non-perturbative
gauge symmetry from D2-brane wrappings, under the condition that the background field
B vanishes [31]. In the heterotic string, not surprisingly, the vanishing condition includes
also the gauge fields. It would be interesting to have a geometric interpretation of this
gauge symmetry enhancement as in the brane picture of the type IIA theory.
There are two comments in order. Firstly, since the geometric data ofW3 describe only
a subset of the heterotic moduli corresponding to the spectral cover and its generalization
for other gauge groups, but not the extra information of a line bundle L on it [8], the
enhancement of gauge symmetry requires in addition appropriate values for these non-
geometric moduli. Secondly, the non-perturbative gauge group is at least G for a gauge
background of the restricted type described below and can be larger than G, if additional
restrictions on the behavior of Vˆ in a neighbourhood of the singularity are imposed. We
will discuss such cases below.
The verification of the above claim is very simple using the fact that the bundle is
defined on the Calabi–Yau Z2 : p0 = 0. Addition of vertices of type b) amounts to a
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singularity G of the Calabi–Yau manifold W3 over a point on the base P
1. If W3 is written
in generalized Weierstrass form13:
p = y2 + x3 + yxzˆa1 + x
2zˆ2a2 + yzˆ
3a3 + xzˆ
4a4 + zˆ
6a6 , (5.12)
the conditions for a singularity of type G have been analyzed using the Tate’s formalism
in [21]. The singularity at a point s = 0 is determined by the powers of vanishing of the
coefficients ai ∼ sni specified by a vector n = (n1, n2, n3, n4, n6).
Since the polynomial p0 consists of a subset of the polynomials in (5.12), the coeffi-
cients ai,0 of the generalized Weierstrass form of Z2 fulfil the same singularity condition as
p, so Z2 has a G singularity. Moreover from the explicit form of the bundle moduli space
associated to a structure group H we see, that if the dependence of the ai is given by n
then the leading behavior of the bundle is shown14 in Table 3.
H v v2 v3 v4 v5 v6
SU(2) sn4x − − − − −
SU(3) sn3y − − − − −
SU(4) sn2x2 − − − − −
SU(5) sn1yx − − − − −
SO(7) sn2x2 sn6 z˜2 − − − −
SO(9) sn2x2 sn4x − − − −
SO(11) sn1xy sn2x2 − − − −
Sp(2) sn2x2 − − − − −
SO(8) sn2x2 sn4x − − − −
SO(10) sn1yx sn4x − − − −
G2 s
n3y sn6 − − − −
F4 s
n2x2 sn4x sn6 − − −
E6 s
n1yx sn3 z˜y sn6 z˜3 − − −
E7 s
n1yx sn2x2 sn4xz˜ sn6 z˜2 − −
E8 s
n1yx sn2x2 sn3y3 sn4x sn6 z˜ sn6 (5.13)
Table 3: Behavior of the gauge background Vˆ near the K3 singularity.
13 Note that we use (y, x, zˆ) and (y, x, z˜) to denote the homogeneous coordinates of the el-
liptic fiber of the n + 1-dimensional Calabi–Yau Wn+1 and the n dimensional Calabi–Yau Zn,
respectively.
14 We restrict to the subset of structure groups H, for which the toric resolution results in a
Weierstrass form as in (5.12).
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For example consider the simplest case with a structure group H1 = SU(2). The Calabi-
Yau threefold W3(A1) is defined by the polynomial
v−1z˜6f24−k1+
v0(y2 + x3 + yxz˜st+ x2z˜2h4 + yz˜
3h6 + xz˜
4h8 + z˜
6f12)+
v (z˜6fk1 + xz˜
4fk1−4) ,
(5.14)
where hi = s
i + ti and fi is a generic degree i polynomial as before. To obtain a non-
perturbative gauge symmetry Gˆ = SU(2) we blow up the locus y = x = s = 0 in W3:
y = uy, x = ux, s = us . (5.15)
This blow up is compatible with only a subset of the perturbations in (5.14) and we get a
new manifold
v−1s2z˜6f22−k1+
v0(y2 + x3u+ x2z˜2h4 + yz˜
3sh5 + xz˜
4sh7 + yxz˜ust+ z˜
6s2f10)+
v(z˜6s2fk1−2 + xz˜
4sfk1−5)
(5.16)
Here hi and fi are as before apart from the fact that s is replaced by su. Note that the
heterotic manifold Z2 : p0 = 0 has an A1 singularity at s = 0. The spectral cover has
become
p+ = s(sz˜
2fk1−2 + xfk1−5) = 0 (5.17)
Let S denote the class of the section of Z2 and F the class of the generic elliptic fiber. The
intersections are S2 = −2, F · S = 1, F 2 = 0. The class of the spectral cover Σ : p+ = 0
is then 2S + k1F which is generically a smooth connected curve. The bundle Vˆ described
by (5.17) instead corresponds to a spectral cover with two components, Σ = Σ1 +Σ2 with
[Σ1] = F and [Σ2] = 2S + (k1 − 1)F .
A physical interesting case which features a supposedly self-dual heterotic string theory
in six dimensions is the compactification of the heterotic E8×E8 string with 12 instantons
in each E8 factor [32] [33]. It was argued in [33][34] that unhiggsing of a perturbative
SU(N) is dual to a non-perturbative SU(N) arising from 1 + N
2
SO(32) small instantons
without vector structure at an A1 singularity (using a duality between SO(32) and E8×E8
string on K3). Here we see that the E8×E8 picture of this gauge enhancement is in terms
of a compactification on a K3 with AN−1 singularity, rather than A1, with a particular
behavior of the vector bundle near the singularity specified in Table 315.
15 For a related phenomenon in compactifications on the tangent sheaf, see [28].
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5.5. Near the tangent bundle
The class with structure group H1 = SU(2) described in eq.(5.14) should contain also
the standard embedding with the gauge background identical to the spin connection. Since
the SU(2) bundle is embedded in one E8 factor we choose k1 = 24. The spectral bundle
reads then
C : z˜2f24 + xf20 = 0 ,
with the 46−1 parameters corresponding to the well-known 45 deformations of the tangent
bundle T of K3. To get strictly the tangent bundle, first note that the restriction VEH to
the elliptic curve must be trivial due to the flatness of T 2. So we have to tune f20 = 0.
Moreover the only pathologies of T|EH appear at the singular fibers of the elliptic fibration.
These occur at the 24 zeros of the discriminant ∆24 = 4f
3
8 +27g
2
12 of p0, where f8 and g12
are related to the polynomials in (5.16) by a shift of variables that puts p0 into Weierstrass
form, y2 + x3 + xz˜4f8 + z˜
6g12. So we must choose f24 = const. ∆24. From the point
of F-theory this geometry is identical to the one with 24 small instantons sitting at the
singular fibers of the fibration. This agrees with the result in [28]. There the authors argue
that the difference between the tangent bundle and the small instanton configuration is in
the non-geometric moduli corresponding to RR fields in the type IIA theory.
5.6. Non-perturbative equivalences
We now will study some applications of the toric map f : W3 → Z2 to investigate
a certain class of six-dimensional heterotic theories with large non-perturbative groups
and interesting non-perturbative equivalences. To recap, we consider a type IIA/F-theory
compactification on an elliptically Calabi–Yau three-fold W3 which also has a K3 fibration
whose fiber we denote by W2. This is dual to the heterotic string compactified on Z2. In
the toric polyhedron ∆⋆W3 i) the fiber W2 corresponds to a hyperplane H = ∆
⋆
W2
in ∆⋆W3 ,
ii) the heterotic K3 Z2 appears as the projection f : ∆
⋆
W3
→ ∆⋆Z2 .
An interesting situation appears, if the projection f results in a hyperplane H′, that
is W3 admits at the same time a Z2 fibration. The two K3 fibrations imply that we
have two different perturbatively defined heterotic theories in four dimensions, which are
non-perturbatively equivalent16.
16 The quite reverse situation is known to occur, in which two heterotic theories have the same
perturbative spectrum while non-perturbatively they are different [35].
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Moreover, if the two K3 manifolds defined by the hyperplanesH andH′ share the same
elliptic fiber, we can take the F-theory limit without interfering with the equivalence17. In
this way we obtain two six-dimensional heterotic compactifications on Z2 and W2 which
are non-perturbatively equivalent. These manifolds can be at rather different moduli, one
being highly singular while the other being smooth, as we will see in the following example.
24 small instantons on smooth K3
Let us start with the simplest case corresponding to a heterotic theory with 24 small E8
instantons on a single point in a smooth K3 Z2. The perturbative gauge group is E8×E8.
The K3 fiber of the three-foldW3 is therefore the K3W2 with E8×E8 singularity described
by the polyhedron
∆∗
W
E8×E8
2
= convex hull {e2, e3, u4, u˜4} , (5.18)
where W2 has an elliptic fibration with fiber ∆
∗
E1
= convex hull {e2, e3, f1}. Let ν∗(α)
denote an n+ 1 dimensional vertex obtained from an n dimensional vertex ν⋆ by adding
a zero at the α-th position. Since W2 appears as a hyperplane x1 = 0 in ∆
∗
W3
in our
conventions, we obtain ∆
∗(1)
W
E8×E8
2
as the first piece of ∆∗W3 . We will refer to the K3 W2
which is the fiber of the K3 fibration W3 → P1 as the ”fiber K3”.
The smooth K3 of the heterotic string appears as the projection in the direction of
the second coordinate. It is modeled by a polyhedron
∆∗
Z
A0
2
= convex hull {e2, e3, v0, v˜0} . (5.19)
We add therefore ∆
∗(2)
Z2
to ∆∗W3 . We will refer to the ”heterotic K3” Z2, which is an elliptic
fibration over the base P1 of the K3 fibration as the ”base K3”.
Finally we have to ensure convexity of ∆∗W3 . A discrete series of solutions correspond-
ing to the situation where the instantons have been divided into two groups with a+ b and
24− a− b instantons is provided by
∆∗W3 = convex hull {∆
∗(1)
W
E8×E8
2
∪∆
∗(2)
Z
A0
2
∪ ∆˜∗
A
(1)
0
∪ ∆˜∗
A
(2)
0
} , (5.20)
with
∆˜∗
A
(1)
1
= convex hull {(1, a, 2, 3), (1,−b, 2, 3)} ,
∆˜∗
A
(2)
0
= convex hull {(−1, 12− a, 2, 3), (−1,−12 + b, 2, 3)} ,
(5.21)
17 To be precise, in order for the F-theory limit to work, we have to require that not only H′
but also the hyperplane H : ν⋆i,1 = 0 coincides with a projection (in the first coordinate).
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with 0 ≤ a, b ≤ 12. For simplicity we assume in the following that both groups contain a
non-zero number of small instantons.
Note how simple the toric construction of the combined data for the bundle and
the manifold is. It is also easy to show that the Calabi–Yau manifolds W3 associated
to ∆⋆W3 give indeed the correct physics. Firstly, the hodge numbers are h
1,1 = 43(0),
h1,2 = 43(22), where the number in parentheses denotes the number δh1,1 (δh1,2) of so-
called non-toric (non-polynomial) deformations, which are not available in the toric model.
The nT + nV = h
1,1 − 2 vector and tensor multiplets are associated to the 16 vector
multiplets of E8 × E8, 24 tensor multiplets from the 24 small E8 instantons and the
heterotic coupling (2 Ka¨hler classes corresponding to the volume of the elliptic fiber and
the volume of the base do not contribute to the vector and tensor multiplets [5]). The
nH = h
2,1 + 1 hypermultiplets arise from the 20 moduli from K3 and 2 moduli for the
two positions of the two groups of fivebranes. The 22 missing complex structure moduli
correspond naturally to the fact that we have fixed 22 of 24 positions of the small instantons
in the K3 Z2.
There is a second elliptic fibration of the K3 fiber W2 due to the hyperplane ∆
∗
E2
=
convex hull {e3, w3, w˜3} corresponding to the gauge group SO(32)[36]. Instead of nT = 24
extra tensors we have in this case an Sp(a+b)×Sp(24−a−b) gauge group from two groups
of coincident SO(32) five branes [37] with matter in the (2k, 32)⊕ (1, 1)⊕ (2k2 − k − 1, 1)
of each Sp(k)× SO(32) factor.
The non-perturbative gauge groups are determined by the intersections of the holo-
morphic two-cycles in W3
18. For the elliptic and K3 fibered manifolds used in the present
context, these intersections can be conveniently described by projections of the polyhe-
dron ∆∗W3 in the direction of the elliptic fiber [39]. For W3 we find in this way indeed a
non-perturbative gauge group Gˆ = ∅ for the E1 fibration and Sp(a + b)× Sp(24− a − b)
for the E2 fibration. Note that after having chosen the perturbative gauge group corre-
sponding to W2 and the heterotic compactification Z2, the non-perturbative dynamics is
completely determined by convexity of the polyhedron ∆∗W3 , with a discrete set of solutions
corresponding to various branches in the moduli space.
These are the first two interpretations of F-theory compactification on W3. Note that
we have to shrink different elliptic fibers E1 and E2 in the F-theory limit, so these theories
are disconnected in the small fiber limit in six dimensions and become equivalent only in
five dimensions by T-duality [40].
18 This is explained in detail in [11][38].
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A non-perturbatively equivalent heterotic theory
More interestingly, since the base K3 ∆∗
Z
A0
2
, corresponding to the heterotic compactification
manifold, does not only appear as a projection but as a hyperplane, there is a second K3
fibration with fiber Z2 which is itself elliptically fibered with the same elliptic fiber E1 as
the K3 fiber of the original K3 fibration. Therefore we obtain a theory in six dimensions
which is non-perturbatively equivalent to the heterotic string with 24 small instantons on
on smooth K3.
We interpret now the smooth K3 described by ∆∗
Z
A0
2
as the fiber K3. Due to the
absence of a singularity, the perturbative gauge group must be trivial and therefore the
bundle V0 has structure group E8×E8 on the generic elliptic fiber. On the other hand, in
the new K3 fibration, WE8×E82 has become the base K3. The heterotic compactification
manifold has therefore an E8×E8 singularity. The perturbative E8×E8 gauge symmetry
of the compactification with small instantons is produced in the dual theory purely by
non-perturbative effects related to the singularities of the manifold and the bundle. For
a = b = 12 we have therefore the following duality:
(†) The E8×E8 heterotic string compactified on a smooth K3 with two groups of 12
small instantons is non-perturbatively equivalent to compactifying on a K3 p0 = 0
with E8 ×E8 singularity with gauge bundle V0. Here
p0 = y
2 + x3 + yxz˜st+ z˜6(s7t5 + s6t6 + s5t7) . (5.22)
The E8 × E8 bundle V0 is specified by a geometry W as in eq. (5.11) of the special
form
p+ = v˜(z
′5 + yx) + v˜2(z′4 + x2) + v˜3(z′3 + y) + v˜4(z′2 + x) + v˜5z′ + v˜6 . (5.23)
with v˜ = vst, z′ = z˜st and a similar polynomial for p− for the other E8 factor.
Small instantons on singular K3 manifolds
The above situation can be very easily generalized to singular K3 manifolds. Let us consider
the case where we still start with only small instantons, now on a singular K3 surface. This
case has been analyzed from various points of view in [41][26]. What is new is that with
our understanding of bundles and manifolds we will sometimes find non-perturbatively
equivalent theories involving a specific gauge background with non-trivial structure group
on a different K3.
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The construction of the appropriate three-folds W3 is by now standard using our
kit of K3 polyhedra: to obtain a compactification on a singular K3 we choose simply the
polyhedron of the base K3 to describe a K3 manifold with a given singularity G′. Requiring
convexity of the polyhedron ∆∗W3 starting from ∆
∗(2)
ZG
′
2
∪∆
∗(1)
W
E8×E8
2
we obtain a set of discrete
solutions corresponding to a choice of positions for the small instantons. It is impressive
to observe that in fact all gauge groups derived in [41][26] arise in the toric construction
as a very simple consequence of the convexity of ∆∗W3 !
We will discuss only one further example, the prototype case with an A1 singularity
in Z2. This will turn out to be interesting also from its surprising relation to the compact-
ification on the vector bundle near the tangent bundle. For ∆∗Z2 we take the K3 with A1
singularity
∆∗
Z
A1
2
= convex hull {e2, e3, v0, v1, v˜0}. (5.24)
The solutions to the convexity with the 24 small instantons collected in two groups located
at the singular point of Z2 and a smooth point, respectively, are given by
∆∗W3 = convex hull {∆
∗
W
E8×E8
2
∪∆∗
Z
A1
2
∪ ∆˜∗A1 ∪ ∆˜
∗
A0} , (5.25)
where the polyhedra ∆˜∗A1 and ∆˜
∗
A0
encode the information about the small instantons at
the singular and smooth point of K3, respectively:
∆˜∗A1 = convex hull {(1, a, 2, 3), (1, a− 2, 1, 2), (1,−b, 2, 3), (1,−b+ 2, 1, 2)} ,
∆˜∗A0 = convex hull {(−1, 12− a, 2, 3), (−1,−12 + b, 2, 3)} ,
(5.26)
with 2 ≤ a, b ≤ 12. This configuration corresponds to a collection of A = a+ b instantons
on the A1 singularity and B = 24− A instantons on a smooth point in K3.
Determining the gauge symmetry from projecting along the fibers as in [39] we find
the gauge groups
E8 × E8 × SU(2)
A−3
np , n
′
T = 24 ,
SO(32)× Sp(A)np × Sp(A− 4)np × Sp(B)np , n
′
T = 1 ,
(5.27)
for the elliptic fibers E1 and E2, respectively. Moreover n
′
T denotes the number of tensor
multiplets in addition to the generic one. This is in agreement with the results of [41] and
[26]. For the local geometry we have a chain of three ALE spaces fibered over three P1’s
with intersections between the neighbors. From the intersections we obtain matter as in
[42] in addition to the gauge fields.
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The heterotic manifold and the bundle V on it can be obtained in the now familiar
way from (3.1) and (2.4). For the manifold we obtain
p0 = y
2 + x3 + x2z2h4 + yz
3sh5 + xz
4sh7 + z
6s2f10 + yxz(st+ t
2) , (5.28)
which has an A1 singularity at s = 0. For the bundle we obtain
p+ = vs
A, p− = v
−1tB . (5.29)
Let us mention two cases which are physically interesting. The first case is where
all instantons are on the A1 singularity, A = 24. We will argue in the next section that
this theory is equivalent to a compactification on the deformation of the tangent bundle
of a smooth K3 after compactification on a T 3. There is no non-perturbative dual in six
dimensions since the projection in the ν∗i,1 direction does not yield a K3 polyhedron.
As a second case consider A = 12. This time there is a non-perturbative dual and it
is in terms of an E8×E7 bundle on a K3 with E8×E8 singularity with a similar structure
as in eq. (5.23). Quite generally it follows from the construction that the new duality
implies:
(††) The heterotic string compactified on a K3 with G′ singularity and with a certain
gauge background V0 with structure group H is non-perturbatively equivalent to the
heterotic string compactified on a K3 with G singularity and with a specific gauge
background V˜0 with structure group H
′.
Here H (H ′) is the commutant of G (G′) in E8 × E8. Technically, this duality exists if
the F-theory manifold is described by a polyhedron with two K3 hyperplanes that coincide
at the same time with projections and intersect in a plane that corresponds to an elliptic
curve. The bundles V0 and V˜0 are determined by local mirror symmetry, as was done in
the two examples above.
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5.7. F-theory on mirror manifolds
It is instructive to look also at the heterotic theory corresponding to type IIA/F-
theory compactification on the mirror manifold M3 of W3. In particular, upon further
compactification on a circle to three dimensions, the two type IIA theories on M3 × S1
and W3× Sˆ1 should describe the same physics in virtue of mirror symmetry of Calabi–Yau
three-fold and T-duality on the circle19 [43]. Assuming that M3 is also elliptically fibered,
we have a pair of six-dimensional theories from F-theory compactification on M3 and W3.
We do not expect these two theories to be dual in any sense in six dimensions. However,
these theories are equivalent after compactification on a three torus to three dimensions.
Using the toric map f : W3 → Z2 and some basic properties of mirror symmetry of K3
we can easily derive the six-dimensional theories which become equivalent after further
compactification.
Recall the claim (∗) concerning mirror symmetry of elliptically fibered K3 manifolds in
sect. 3.2. We can combine this result with the previous construction of Calabi–Yau three-
folds to obtain a map between six-dimensional F-theories. We use XH2 , Z
Hˆ
2 to denote
the two K3 manifolds used as the K3 fiber and the model for heterotic K3, respectively.
Here H and Hˆ denote the singularity type in the elliptic fibration. Consider the family of
Calabi–Yau manifolds X3(X
H
2 , Z
Hˆ
2 ) which is constructed from choosing a convex closure
of the vertices
∆
∗(1)
XH2
∪∆∗(2)
ZHˆ2
⊂ ∆⋆4 , (5.30)
as before. This manifold describes a heterotic theory on K3 Z2 with Hˆ singularity with
perturbative gauge group H. Depending on which vertices are added to those in (5.30) to
render ∆⋆4 convex, there can be also a non-perturbatively dual theory with the roles of H
and Hˆ exchanged. From the above we have that the mirror manifold of X3(X
H
2 , Z
Hˆ
2 ) is of
type X˜3(X
G
2 , Z
Gˆ
2 ). Thus mirror symmetry relates the following heterotic theories:
19 Here Sˆ1 denotes the T-dual of S1.
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on K3 with H singularity 
G bundle ^ H bundle 
^
on K3 with G singularity 
Mirror symmetry
Mirror symmetry
on K3 with H singularity 
G bundle H bundle 
on K3 with G singularity ^ ^
( )
( )
Note that the formal mirror of the theory with G bundle on K3 with Hˆ singularity
is the one with an H bundle on K3 with Gˆ singularity singularity (the two theories in
the upper half of the diagram above). However if we do not insist on the special case of
double K3 fibrations, the situation is different. The K3 fiber X2 appears as a hyperplane in
the three-fold polyhedron, while the heterotic K3 Z2 as a projection. Moreover existence
of a hyperplane (projection) in ∆∗ corresponds to a projection (hyperplane) in ∆. In
particular this means that the K3 fiber and heterotic manifold are exchanged after the
mirror transformation. The only generic K3 fibration in the mirror X˜3 is the one with a
fiber that is the mirror of the base K3 of X3. The two relevant theories are denoted by a
box in the above diagram.
As an example consider the case of a smooth G bundle on a smooth K3, that is Hˆ = ∅.
The compactification on the mirror is a heterotic theory with 24 small E8 instantons on a
G singularity20.
As a second example consider the compactification with 24 small instantons on the
A1 singularity described in the previous section. Using mirror symmetry we can show that
the compactification on the mirror manifold describes an SU(2) bundle with instanton
number 24 on a smooth K3. In fact from (3.1), the defining equations for the heterotic
compactification is p = p0 + p+ + v
−1, with
p0 = y
2 + x3 + z˜6f12 + yz˜
3h6 + xz˜
4h8 + x
2z˜2h4 + yxz˜st ,
p+ = v (z
2f24 + xf20) ,
(5.31)
in agreement with eq. (5.2). Note that from (5.27) we have h1,1(W3) = h
1,2(M3) = 64
from the 16 + 21 vector multiplets, 24 tensors and three classes for the elliptic fiber and
the two complex-dimensional base. In the mirror these deformations correspond to 65 =
20 A relation between the instanton configurations of the heterotic string theories dual to F-
theory compactifications on a Calabi–Yau 3-fold and its mirror has been conjectured in [44] based
on a comparison of topological data.
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h1,2+1 hypermultiplet moduli, splitting in the 20 geometric hypermultiplets from K3 and
45 = 2 · 24− 3 moduli for the SU(2) bundle. Similarly we have h1,2(W3) = h1,1(M3) = 18,
with the 19 hypermultiplets of W3 corresponding to the K3 moduli minus one for the A1
singularity. In the mirror, h1,1 = 18 corresponds to the 15 vectors from E8 × E7 and the
generic three classes.
For the case A = 12, we find that the compactification on the mirror corresponds to
a generic k = 12 SU(2) bundle on a smooth K3 plus 12 small instantons:
p+ = v(z
2f12 + xf8), p− = v
−1f12. (5.32)
Note that the instanton number k is determined by the number of small instantons on
the A1 singularity. However, there is a subtlety in the toric realization which follows
from a simple counting of vector and hypermultiplets. For the theory on W3 we get
52 = 3+16+ 9+24 vector multiplets and (20− 1)+ 1 hypermultiplets for a configuration
with the 12 instantons on the same smooth point. This corresponds to a toric manifoldW3
with hodge numbers h1,1 = 52(0), h1,2 = 30(11). The mirror with a k = 12 SU(2) bundle
for a configuration with the 12 instantons on a single smooth point should have nV +nT =
30 = 3 + 15 + 12, nH = 42 = 20 + 21 + 1 corresponding to h
1,1 = 30(0), h1,2 = 52(11).
On the contrary the mirror of W3 has h
1,1 = 30(11), h1,2 = 52(0), that is a deficit of
11 vector/tensor multiplets. This is related to the fact that the three-dimensional mirror
symmetry, which relates the theories after compactification on T 3, exchanges Higgs and
Coulomb branches. We now turn to a more detailed analysis of the relation between a
particular physical model and the toric representation.
5.8. Higgs branches in toric geometry and self-dual string dynamics
With the above understanding, we can refine the map between six-dimensional theo-
ries and determine the non-trivial mapping between various Higgs and Coulomb branches.
Interestingly we will find that the hodge numbers of the Calabi–Yau manifold do not in
general give the physical spectrum. We will still find complete agreement between toric
manifolds and physics using a subtle realization of Higgs branches in toric geometry in
terms of non-toric and non-polynomial deformations δh1,1 and δh1,2, respectively. Recall
that these terms denote the number of Ka¨hler and complex structure deformations, which
are moduli of the general Calabi–Yau geometry X , but frozen in a given toric realization.
We find that the deformations of the toric representation, hi,1eff = h
i,1 − δhi,1 agree pre-
cisely with the physical spectrum. In this sense the toric representation has more physical
meaning than the theoretical geometric data. This is very similar to the F-theory duals
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of the CHL string [45] and confirms the picture that the choice of toric representation
with non-toric and non-polynomial deformations has an important physical interpretation
rather than being a technical subtlety [46].
Let us return to the example of A small instantons on the A1 singularity. In general,
from (5.27), we would expect
h1,1 = 40 +A , h1,2 = 18 + 1 , (5.33)
where the +1 denotes the extra position for the instantons on the smooth point if A 6= 24,
which we assume for the following. Rather than this simple result, the polyhedra in
eq. (5.26) correspond to Calabi–Yau manifolds W3 with hodge numbers h
1,1 = 40 +
A, h1,2 = 18 + B. To be consistent with (5.33) there must be δh1,2 = B − 1 non-
polynomial deformations of W3. The actual story is much richer: there is a chain of
Calabi–Yau manifolds with this Hodge number but different numbers of δh1,1, δh1,2 and
gauge symmetries shown in Tables 4,5. The first member of Table 4 is the one with the
correct hodge numbers to describe the theory with A instantons on the A1 singularity and
B instantons on a single smooth point, with the δh1,2 = B − 1 positions corresponding to
the B − 1 fixed positions. Table 5 shows the same data for the compactifications on the
mirrors of those in Table 4. From the map described in the previous section, the mirror
of the first theory in Table 4 with A instantons on A1 singularity and B instantons on
a smooth point is a theory with an SU(2) bundle of instanton number A and B small
instantons on a smooth point. This theory is described by the last row in Table 5.
G = Gnp × SO32 , n′T = 1 n
′
T G = Gnp × E8 × E8 h
1,1
eff h
1,2
eff
SpA × SpA−4 × SpB 24 (SU2)
A−3 40 + A 19
S˜U
(1)
2 × SpA × SpA−4 × SpB−1 23 S˜U
(1)
2 × (SU2)
A−3 40 + A 20
S˜U
(2)
2 × SpA × SpA−4 × SpB−2 22 S˜U
(2)
2 × (SU2)
A−3 39 + A 21
...
...
...
...
...
S˜U
(B−1)
2 × SpA × SpA−4 × Sp1 A+ 1 S˜U
(B−1)
2 × (SU2)
A−3 18 + 2A B + 18
S˜U
(B)
2 × SpA × SpA−4 A S˜U
(B)
2 × (SU2)
A−3 17 + 2A B + 18
Table. 4: Higgs branches emanating from type IIA compactification on W3 with A
instantons on an A1 singularity and B = 24 − A small instantons on a smooth point. A
superscript SU
(k)
2 denotes a level k gauge group.
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G = Gnp × SO28 × SU2, n′T = 0 n
′
T G = Gnp ×E8 ×E7 h
1,1
eff h
1,2
eff
S˜U
(B)
2 0 S˜U
(B)
2 19 40 + A
Sp1 × S˜U
(B−1)
2 1 S˜U
(B−1)
2 20 40 + A
Sp2 × S˜U
(B−2)
2 2 S˜U
(B−2)
2 21 39 + A
...
...
...
...
...
SpB−1 × S˜U
(1)
2 B − 1 S˜U
(1)
2 B + 18 18 + 2A
SpB B B + 18 17 + 2A
Table. 5: Higgs branches for the heterotic compactification on the mirror manifolds of
those in Table 4.
Let us finally comment on the other theories with a different number of effective
moduli. The polyhedra for the theories in Table 4 are obtained by successively dropping
the edge vertex of the line µi, i = 1 . . .B + 1 associated to the B small instantons on
a single smooth point. In the first step we loose one vertex from that line and catch a
new point p = (0,−1, 0, 0) in the K3 polyhedron. In the E8 × E8 language we have lost
a tensor multiplet. The new point p can not correspond to a tensor multiplet from a
small instanton since the associated divisor does not give a location on the base. Anomaly
cancellation in six dimensions as well as the fact that the size of the Ka¨hler class is blown
down by the small fiber limit imply that the new branch exists in one lower dimension
upon compactification on a circle. Blowing down the divisor corresponding to the point p
we get a gauge symmetry enhancement to a new SU(2) factor that is denoted by a tilde in
the Tables 4,5. In the following, continuing dropping vertices from the line µi, at each step
we loose one rank for the gauge group while the self-intersection of the sphere associated
to p jumps by −2. We interpret this effect as a higher level rank gauge factor S˜U(2)(k).
In fact it is likely that these Higgs branches are associated to extra matter, charged
under the circle U(1), which arises in the E8×E8 picture from self-dual string windings on
S1. In particular, as we will argue in a moment, the E8 five-brane in six dimensions, when
compactified on a torus, gives rise to matter in the fundamental representation of the SU(2)
enhanced gauge symmetry of the heterotic E8 string at T = U . While the vector bosons in
this case arise from fundamental string windings that become massless at T = U , we claim
that the non-critical string compactified on the same torus gives rise to hypermultiplets,
charged under the SU(2), at the special radius. Whereas the massless vector states follow
easily from the perturbative world-sheet formulation of the heterotic fundamental string, a
similar phenomenon is somehow surprising for the non-critical string; in particular there is
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no known framework to describe the dynamics of the non-critical string and the generation
of massless states at T = U .
To see that the five-brane wrapped on the torus produces a fundamental of the torus
SU(2), recall that geometrically, the five-brane is associated to a blow up of the base,
which is a Hirzebruch surface Fn. Fn is a P
1 fibration over P1, which in the framework
of geometric engineering of type IIA is well-known to give rise to a pure SU(2) gauge
theory [14]. To add matter in this theory, one blows up the P1 fibration at a point of the
base [42]. But precisely the same is done in F-theory in six dimensions to get a tensor.
Upon compactification on the torus, which unifies the two pictures, the size of the fiber
P1 gets identified with the difference T − U on the heterotic side [47]. Thus the blow
up corresponding to the E8 fivebrane has become equivalent to the addition of a single
doublet in the SU(2) at T = U of the heterotic string.
6. N = 1 supersymmetric vacua in four dimensions
We proceed now with the most interesting case of N = 1 supersymmetric vacua in
four dimensions. In sect. 6.1 we give a systematic description of the bundle in terms
of two line bundles L, N on the base Bn−1. This determines essentially the n + 1-fold
geometries Wn+1, whose precise form can be obtained from the local mirror limit. In sect.
6.2 we explain the relation of these two bundles to similar bundles used in the construction
of Friedman Morgan and Witten. In sect. 6.3 we give explicit discussion of the case of
toric four-folds21 that are fibered over the toric bases P2 and Fn, or blow ups thereof.
In sect 6.4 we describe the geometry for compactifying on (deformations of) the tangent
bundle for any dimension n. In sect. 6.5 we describe how to construct bundles on singular
Calabi–Yau three-folds and describe new non-perturbative dualities that are similar to the
ones discussed in six dimensions.
21 Toric constructions of Calabi–Yau four-folds have been discussed in [48][49][50][51][52] .
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6.1. Description of the bundle
Our construction of the local geometry W does not depend on the dimension of the
base Bn−1. As before we get the equation for the mirror geometry from (3.1) and taking
the local mirror limit (2.4), or directly from (3.2). Below we describe the outcome in a
more economic way in terms of the eight-dimensional geometries of sect. 4. This general
discussion will cover much of the information of the detailed result.
The two-fold geometries of sect. 4 are defined by the vanishing of the polynomial
pW = p0 + p+ = 0 . (6.1)
The polynomial p depends on four coordinates (y, x, z˜, v). In the higher-dimensional fibra-
tion, the coefficients of the polynomials in p will become functions of the variables of the
base Bn−1. More precisely, (y, x, z˜, v) become sections of line bundles on Bm−1. These line
bundles correspond to the scaling relations l(r) of the polyhedron ∆⋆, as discussed in sect.
3.1. If we know these scalings, we can determine the generic dependence of the function f
multiplying a term yaxbz˜cvd of the eight-dimensional local geometry.
Naively we have to determine four different line bundles for the four variables
(y, x, z˜, v). However we have one scaling relation (4.2) amongst them. Let us call the
line bundle associated to it O. Moreover we have assumed that the elliptic fibration has a
section which gives a second constraint. In total we have therefore to specify 2 = 4−2 line
bundles on Bn−1 to up-grade the two-dimensional local geometryW2 to a n+1-dimensional
local geometry Wn+1.
Let us denote these two bundles by M and L. By definition, y is a section of O3,
y ∈ Γ(O3). Since we have the terms y2 and x3 appearing in p, we must have y ∈ Γ(A3O3),
x ∈ Γ(A2O2) and p ∈ Γ(A6O6), for a line bundle A. From the fact that
p0 = y
2 + x3 + xz˜4f + z˜6g + . . . (6.2)
describes a Calabi–Yau manifold Zn, with f, g polynomials in the base variables, we need
to have A = ML, with z˜ ∈ Γ(MO) and L, the anti-canonical bundle of B2. Moreover
from p+ ∈ Γ(M6L6O6) we have v ∈ Γ(M5−NO6−N ), with N being the highest z power
in p1+. This fixes almost completely the four-dimensional local geometryWn+1 in terms of
W2:
W2 →Wn+1
yaxbz˜cvdac,d → y
axbz˜cvdfc,d ,
fc,d ∈ Γ(M
dLc) .
(6.3)
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Note that the fact that a = 0, 1 and 3a + 2b + c = 6 implies that the coefficient function
fc,d has only two indices, which is equivalent to our previous statement that the definition
involves only two independent line bundles. Eq. (6.3) gives a general definition of the line
bundle M for any fibration, also for non-toric bases. We will give explicit expressions for
toric bases in sect. 6.3.
6.2. More on the line bundle M and stability of V
Let us compare the above result from mirror symmetry with the general structure of
the moduli space of holomorphic stable vector bundles found in [8]. Friedman, Morgan and
Witten described holomorphic stable bundles on elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau manifold
Z by fibering the data (E,W r) holomorphically over a complex base B. Here W r is a
short-hand notation for the weighted projective space WPrs0,...,sr predicted by Loojienga.
The projective spaces W r fit into a holomorphic bundle W r over B. If s : B → W r is a
section, the homogeneous coordinates a˜i of W
r pull back to sections
a˜i ∈ H
0(B,N si ⊗ L−dj ), (6.4)
where L is the anti-canonical bundle of B, N a line bundle on B, the dj are the degrees
of the independent Casimir operators of the group H and si the Dynkin indices as above.
Part of the data of V are defined by choosing a section of W r. The line bundle N is an
important characteristic of V and its first Chern class η = c1(N ) is closely related to the
higher Chern classes of V [8][53].
Our local mirror construction has given a similar answer for the structure of the
bundle: the relation between the geometry and the associated topological data is essentially
determined by the two line bundles L andM. Of course the two descriptions should agree
and in fact it is easy to see that eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) imply
N =ML6. (6.5)
Eq. (6.3) gives a general definition of the line bundle N in terms of the toric con-
struction for all structure groups H as well as singular configurations such as sheafs and
geometric singularities. In particular we see that N is described in toric terms as a simple
linear relation l(N ) between the vertices of the toric polyhedron ∆⋆. As we will see in a
moment, convexity of a polyhedron ∆⋆ that describes a fixed structure group imposes a
constraint on the possible values of η = c1(N ).
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6.3. Toric bases
To get a four-dimensional theory by considering the F-theory compactification asso-
ciated to the local mirror limit of the type IIA geometry we fiber the local geometries W2
over a two complex dimensional base B2. B2 will also be the base of the elliptic fibration
πH : Z3 → B2 of the Calabi–Yau three-fold Z3 on which the bundle V is defined. A toric
representation can be given for the cases B2 = P
2 or Fn, or a series of blow ups thereof.
With these two choices for B2 the toric polyhedra ∆
⋆
B2
are the convex hull of the vertices
P2 µ⋆i ∈ ∆
⋆
B2
K
s (1, 0) 1
t (0, 1) 1
u (−1,−1) 1 (6.6)
Fn µ
⋆
i ∈ ∆
⋆
B2
K1 K2
t (0, 1) 1 −n
s (0,−1) 1
t′ (1, 0) 1
s′ (−1, n) 1 (6.7)
Here we have also indicated the scaling relations between the vertices and associated co-
ordinates on them. These coordinates transform as sections of the line bundles defined by
the scaling relations22, e.g. t′ ∈ Γ(K01 ⊗K
1
2).
As before, the three-fold base B3 of the elliptic fibration πF : W4 → B3 will determine
the topological properties of the gauge bundle V on the Calabi–Yau Z3. The base B3 is a
P1 bundle over B2 with the following toric data. From B2 = P
2 we get a P1 bundle that
we call F˜k:
F˜k µ
⋆
i ∈ ∆
⋆
B3
K0 K
z (0, 0, 1) 1 −k
w (0, 0,−1) 1
s (0, 1, 0) 1
t (1, 0, 0) 1
u (−1,−1, k) 1 (6.8)
22 A letter K denotes the class of the line bundle K.
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The integer k specifies the P1 bundle over P2. Similarly we get from B2 = Fn a P
1 bundle
F˜k,m,n:
F˜k,m,n µ
⋆
i ∈ ∆
⋆
B3
K0 K1 K2
z (0, 0, 1) 1 −k −m
w (0, 0,−1) 1
t (0, 1, 0) 1 −n
s (0,−1, k) 1
t′ (1, 0, 0) 1
s′ (−1, n,m) 1 (6.9)
with the two integers k,m specifying the P1 fibration.
The four-fold W4 will be defined by a polyhedron ∆
⋆
5 which is obtained by joining the
vertices of the base B2 and the vertices of the K3 polyhedron ∆
⋆
H (3.7) which describes
the H bundle:
∆⋆5 = convex hull {∆
∗(1,2)
H ∪ ∆˜
⋆
B3
} . (6.10)
Here the superscript (1, 2) denotes adding zeros at the first and second position of the K3
vertices in (3.7) and ∆˜⋆B3 = {ν
⋆ : ν⋆ = (µ⋆, 2, 3) , µ⋆ ∈ ∆⋆B3}.
We can add three kinds of vertices to the polyhedron (some of which may be enforced
by the convexity condition); a′) blow ups of the P1 → B2 fibration. These are similar
to case a) in six dimensions and correspond to non-perturbative tensor multiplets from
five-branes in the heterotic dual; b′) extra singularities of the elliptic fibration located on
the base B2 related to non-perturbative gauge dynamics of the heterotic dual; c
′) blow ups
of the base B2. Note that due to the eight-dimensional equivalence the base B2 is visible
to both the heterotic string and the F-theory. Thus a modification of B2 is common to
both theories.
As for the two line bundles appearing in (6.3), we have
L(P2) = 3K = 3Ds ,
L(Fn) = 2K1 + (2− n)K2 = 2Ds + (2− n)Ds′ ,
(6.11)
with Dx : x = 0. The bundle M is determined by the transformation properties of, say, y
under the rescalings of ∆⋆. Consider first F˜k. Including homogeneous coordinates (y, x, zˆ)
for the elliptic fiber, the polyhedron ∆⋆5 has scaling relations
y x zˆ z w s t u
O 3 2 1
K 3λ 2λ −k 1 1 1 (6.12)
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with λ = 3−k. From the scaling properties of y and L = K3 it follows thatM(F˜k) = −k K.
The relation between the global toric coordinates in (6.12) and the coordinates (y, x, z, v)
of the local geometry in this case can be seen to be
(y, x, z˜, v)local = (y, x, zˆzw, wz
−1(zˆzw)6−N )global , (6.13)
with the result that v ∈ Γ(M5−NO6−N ) as promised. Similarly we find M(F˜k,m,n) =
−k K1 −m K2. So for the bundle N in (6.5) we have
F˜k : N = (18− k)K ,
F˜k,m,n : N = (12− k)K1 + (12− 6n−m)K2 .
(6.14)
6.4. Heterotic (2, 2) compactification in 10− 2n dimensions
Using the F-theory/heterotic map presented above it is straightforward to provide
the F-theory manifold Xn+1 which corresponds to a heterotic compactification on the
tangent bundle in 10 − 2n dimensions. The heterotic gauge bundle takes values in the
structure group SU(n). A generic deformation of the tangent bundle is obtained by fibering
the relevant K3 manifold in Table 2. The tangent bundle itself is a highly degenerate
version of the general SU(n) bundle for the same reasons as in sect. 5.5: the tangent
bundle on the generic elliptic curve is trivial, so the bundle (or rather sheaf) V of the
heterotic compactification must be trivial away from the discriminant locus of the fibration
πH : Zn → Bn−1. The only pathologies of V appear at the discriminant locus of the
fibration. In this way we get the following ”theorem”:
Let the heterotic string be compactified on the elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau Zn,
πh : Zn → Bn−1 described in Weierstrass form by
pH = y
2 + x3 + xz4f + z6g = 0 , (6.15)
where f and g are sections of L4 and L6, respectively. The spectral cover of the two
components of the sheaf V in the gauge group E8 ×E8 is described by the equations
p+ = z
n∆ , p− = 1 , (6.16)
where ∆ is the discriminant of the elliptic fibration πH , ∆ = 4f
3 + 27g2. This is
dual to F-theory compactified on the Calabi–Yau n+ 1 fold Xn+1 given by
pF = y
2 + x3 + x(zˆzw)4f + (zˆzw)6g + zˆ6z5w7∆+ zˆ6z7w5 . (6.17)
Here (z, w) denote the variables parametrizing the base P1 of the elliptically fibered K3
fiber of the K3 fibration πF : Xn+1 → Bn−1. Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17) fix the K3 fi-
bration structure of Xn+1 completely. In particular, from (6.16) and (6.3) we see that
f0,0,6,−1 ∈ Γ(M−1L6) must be a section of the trivial bundle so M = L6. E.g., the stan-
dard embedding for the two base geometries P2 and Fn discussed in the previous section
arises from F-theory on an elliptic fibration over F˜18 and F˜12,6(2−n),n, respectively.
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6.5. Bundles on singular manifolds and non-perturbative dualities in four dimensions
As in six dimensions, there are non-trivial non-perturbative dualities in four dimen-
sions implied by the local mirror construction (and corresponding dualities will also exist
in lower dimensions). Let ∆⋆5 describe the polyhedron associated to a Calabi–Yau manifold
W4. There is a codimension two hyperplane H = ∆⋆3 associated to an elliptically fibered
K3, W2. The elliptic fiber is described by a hyperplane ∆
⋆
2(E) in ∆
⋆
3. The W2 fibration of
W4 describes H bundles on a Calabi–Yau three-fold Z3 given by a projection in the direc-
tion of the section of W2. In our conventions the hyperplane is given by x1 = x2 = 0 and
the projection is in the third direction. A non-perturbative dual in four dimensions exists
if i) there is a second codimension two hyperplane H′ that describes an elliptically fibered
K3 manifold W ′2 with a section and the same elliptic fiber E as W2: H ∩H
′ = ∆⋆2(E); ii)
the projection in the direction of the section of W ′2 results in a reflexive polyhedron for a
Calabi–Yau three-fold Z ′3. We have:
(† † †) Let the heterotic string be compactified on a Calabi–Yau three-fold with G′
singularity and with a certain gauge background with structure group H such that
the toric data ∆⋆5 fulfil conditions i) and ii). Then there exists a non-perturbatively
equivalent compactification on a Calabi–Yau manifold with G singularity and with
a specific gauge background with structure group H ′.
Again H (H ′) is the commutant of G (G′) in E8 × E8.
Note that as in six dimensions it is very easy to describe H bundles on Calabi–Yau
manifolds with G′ singularity from our construction. If ∆⋆3 is the polyhedron associated to
H bundles as in sect. 3.2 and ∆⋆4 the polyhedron associated to the Calabi–Yau manifold
Z3 with a G singularity, we consider polyhedra ∆
⋆
5 that provide a convex closure of the
vertices
(0, 0, µi), µi ∈ ∆
⋆
3,
(ρi,1, ρi,2, ai, ρi,4, ρi,5), ρi ∈ ∆
⋆
4
(6.18)
with ai integers that determine the topological data of the bundle. As a simple example
consider a theory with a smooth E8 × E8 bundle on a Calabi–Yau manifold π : Z3 → F0
with an A1 ×A1 singularity in the elliptic fibration. The polyhedron is given by
∆⋆5 = ∆
∗(1,2)
A0
∪∆
∗(3)
Z3
(6.19)
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where we use the same notation as in sect. 5. Explicitly, we have
∆
∗(1,2)
A0
= convex hull {(0, 0,±1, 2, 3), (0, 0, 0,−1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0,−1)},
∆
∗(3)
Z3
= convex hull
{
(±1, 0, 0, 2, 3), (0,±1, 0, 2, 3), (0,±1, 0, 1, 2)
(0, 0, 0,−1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0,−1)
} (6.20)
These data correspond to a toric Calabi–Yau manifold with h1,1(δh1,1) = 6(0), h1,2 =
0, h1,3(δh1,3) = 2130(0) and χ = 12864 = 0 mod 24. Note that we have three non-
perturbatively equivalent theories corresponding to a K3 fiber given by xa = xb = 0 and a
projection to a Calabi–Yau manifold Z3 in the c direction:
- (a, b, c) = (1, 2, 3): An H = E8 × E8 bundle on an elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau
π : Z3 → F0 with A1 ×A1 singularity;
- (a, b, c) = (1, 3, 2): An H = E7 × E7 bundle on an elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau
π : Z3 → F0 without singularity;
- (a, b, c) = (2, 3, 1): An H = E8 × E8 bundle on an elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau
π : Z3 → F0 with A1 ×A1 singularity.
One also easily can construct dualities where all three theories are on different Calabi–Yau
manifolds, and moreover such that the latter are fibered over bases Fn with different n.
7. Phenomenological N = 1 d = 4 F-theory/heterotic vacua
Let us finally apply our framework to construct dual pairs of F-theory/heterotic vacua
with phenomenologically interesting gauge bundles. In particular, we will consider SU(N)
bundles in one E8 factor for 1 ≤ N ≤ 6 on elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau three-folds with
bases B2 = P
2 or Fn corresponding to unbroken gauge groups E8, E7, E6, SO(10), SU(5)
and SU(3)× SU(2)23.
23 Note that these gauge groups can be further broken by the non-geometric moduli.
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7.1. Moduli and spectra of the four-dimensional theories
The moduli of F-theory on Calabi–Yau 4-folds and the heterotic string dual on Calabi–
Yau 3-fold appear in several ways in the different formulations according to whether they
arise geometrically or non-geometrically, perturbatively or non-perturbatively.
The perturbative moduli of the heterotic string are
i) the complex structure of Z3,
ii) the Ka¨hler structure of Z3,
iii) the moduli of the ”spectral cover” C,
iv) the moduli of a line bundle L on the resolved fiber product C ×B2 Z3.
Clearly, i) and iii) correspond to the complex structure of W4. There is one further
complex structure modulus of W4 that we lost in the local mirror limit. It is related to
the Ka¨hler class of the heterotic elliptic fiber.
The moduli iv) should be identified with instanton bundles on coinciding seven branes
[10]. Note that an instanton inside a seven brane corresponds to an Euclidean three brane
wrapped on the interior part of the seven brane [54]. The specification of L includes
the behavior on the exceptional divisors of the resolution of the fiber product C ×B2 Z3.
Moreover, continuous moduli arise from non-trivial elements inH1(C). They correspond to
elements inH1,2(W4) [8]. In addition one can twist the JacobianH
1,2(W4,R)/H
1,2(W4,Z)
by elements in H2,2(X4,Z) [8][17]. This twisting contributes to the gravitational anomaly
[55], as has been discovered in the M-theory context in terms of four-form flux [56]. The
equivalent contribution in F-theory arises from the instanton bundle in the seven brane
due to the world-sheet couplings [57].
Non-perturbtaive gauge symmetries
As for the remaining Ka¨hler moduli of Z3, the h
1,1(B2) moduli in the base maps to the
same moduli in F-theory, since the base is common to both theories in the compactification
from eight dimensions. We are left with the Ka¨hler moduli of Z3 that arise neither from the
base B2 nor from the ellipitc fiber, that is reducible fibers from singularities of the elliptic
fibration. We will now argue that they are equivalent to deformations of non-perturbative
gauge dynamics of the heterotic string.
Let us first consider a simple case, where we have a non-perturbative gauge symmetry
G in the F-theory manifoldW4 from a G singularity in the elliptic fibration over a divisorD
with codimension one in the base B2. The singularity can be described in the Weierstrass
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form (5.12) in terms of the vanishing of the coefficients ai. As argued in sect. 5.4, if D is
toric, then the vanishing conditions on the ai are shared by the polynomial p0 specifying
the heterotic manifold; that is, Z3 has (at least) a G singularity. The Ka¨hler blow up of this
singularity in Z3 can not correspond to a similar blow up inW4, since in the F-theory limit
these moduli are frozen to zero. However, there are other natural moduli associated to the
G singularity inW4, namely the moduli of a non-trivial instanton bundle on the coinciding
seven branes associated to the singularity over D. They are the only possible candidates
for the dual of the heterotic moduli. Note that since the heterotic non-perturbative gauge
symmetry G is associated to the singular geometry, we indeed expect that the blow up
moduli are charged with respect to G and can be used to break the gauge symmetry.
In the reverse direction we can argue as follows. Assume we have a smooth E8 × E8
bundle on an elliptic fibration Z3 with a singularity G over a curve C in B2. From the
above identifications there are no perturbative moduli available in the F-theory which
could correspond to the Ka¨hler blow up of G in Z3. The only moduli that are not ruled
out by the perturbative argument are moduli from instantons on coinciding seven branes
on a ”non-perturbative” divisor D.
There is another possible scenario starting from the singular heterotic manifold in a
case where there are no moduli from instantons on coinciding seven branes associated to
non-perturbative gauge symmetries: there is an obstruction to blow up in the heterotic
theory. This is reminiscent of a similar situation in the formulation of heterotic compact-
ifications in terms of linear sigma models, where it can happen that one cannot extend a
gauge background defined on the singular manifold to another one on the resolved manifold
within this framework [58].
Non-perturbative five-branes
To complete our dictionary, there are two further types of moduli of non-perturbative
origin in the heterotic theory. Firstly, there are h1,15B = h
1,1(B3) − h1,1(B2) moduli of
the F-theory manifold that have no correspondence in the perturbative heterotic theory.
From the analogy to five-branes in six dimensions they give rise to non-perturbative tensor
multiplets in four dimensions associated to non-critical strings in the four-dimensional
theory24. A toric vertex ν associated to h1,15B is one of the type a
′) specified in sect. 6.1
and the divisor (curve) in B2 asspciated to ν is the supersymmetric 2-cycle on which the
five brane is wrapped. This is clear in the case of B2 = Fn which can be considered as a
24 Such strings have been suggested as a new mechanism for low energy supersymmetry breaking
in [49].
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compactification of a six-dimensional theory on the base P1 of Fn. The six-dimensional
tensor multiplet gives rise to an antisymmetric tensor Bµν and a scalar φ in four dimensions
which combine to an N = 1 linear multiplet.
Secondly, if the instanton bundle does not balance the gravitational anomaly from the
curvature along B2, there are additional five branes wrapped on the elliptic fiber EH of
Z3 [8]. There is a U(1) field and three complex scalars associated to the five brane, which
specify a position on B2 and a Wilson line on EH . They correspond to the positions of a
D3 brane on B3 in the F-theory context
25.
Non-perturbative gauge symmetries from non-toric bases
Another non-perturbative effect arises from elements h1,2(B3) which give rise to vector
multiplets in four dimensions. This can be argued from considering a compactification on
S1 and comparison with M-theory, which leads to the following contribution of the hodge
numbers of W4 to the four-dimensional fields [51]
26:
nV = (h
1,1(W4)− h
1,1(B3)− 1) + h
1,2(B3) ,
nC = h
1,1(B3) + (h
1,2(W4)− h
1,2(B3)) + h
1,3(W4) .
(7.1)
In our case, since B3 is toric, h
1,2(B3) = 0 and there are no contributions from
h1,2(W4) to vector multiplets. In the toric framework that we use these hodge numbers
can be determined from the toric polyhedra ∆⋆5 and ∆5 using Batyrevs formula [60]:
h1,i =δ1,i
(
l(∆⋆)− (n+ 2)−
∑
codimθ⋆=1
l′(θ⋆)
)
+
∑
codimθ⋆=i+1
l′(θ⋆)l′(θ)+
δn−1,i
(
l(∆)− (n+ 2)−
∑
codimθ=1
l′(θ)
)
.
(7.2)
Here θ denotes a face of ∆, θ⋆ the dual face and moreover l and l′ are the number of total
and interior points of a face, respectively.
25 In the M-theory picture, apart from the contribution from four-flux on H2,2(W4) and mem-
branes filling space-time, there appears to be a further contribution to the gravitational anomaly
from five branes wrapped around 3-cycles in W4 [49].
26 See also ref. [59].
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7.2. Fibrations over P2
Consider the case where the heterotic manifold is given by a fibration over P2. The
compactification is specified by the choice of N for the SU(N) gauge bundle together
with the integer k that determines the base of the elliptic F-theory fibration F˜k. The
requirement that the singularities in the ellipitic fibration are not worse than E8 implies
|k| ≤ 18 . (7.3)
Note that this constraint gives a bound on the class c1(N ) as can be seen from (6.14). We
will discover a similar bound for non-trivial structure groups in a moment.
As in six dimensions, the number k determines how the total Chern class c2(V ) =
c2(V1) + c2(V2) + [W ] = c2(TZ) of the gauge background is distributed among the E8
factors. Here [W ] is the class of the fivebranes that are wrapped around the elliptic fiber
[8] and are needed to ensure tadpole cancelations [55].
The starting point for type IIA manifolds W4 is the polyhedron ∆
⋆
5 described in
eq.(6.10). In this convention, k = 18 corresponds to a configuration near the standard
embedding with the non-trivial gauge background embedded completely in one E8 factor.
Since the bundle in the second E8 factor is trivial, we expect a gauge group GN × E8
with GN the commutant of SU(N) in E8 and the extra E8 factor arising from the second
E8. More generally, similar situations arise for large k < 18 as a reflection of the fact
that maximal breaking associated to the gauge background embedded in the second E8
with fixed Chern classes terminates at a non-trivial extra gauge group G(2) ⊂ E8 (ingoring
extra breaking due to non-geometric Higgs moduli). The gauge groups G(2) and the extra
vertices µi which we add to ∆
⋆
5 to describe the toric resolution of the associated singularities
are shown in Table 7.
k G(2) µi
4 A1 (0, 0, 1, 2, 3), (0, 0, 1, 1, 2)
5, 6 G2 (0, 0, 2, 2, 3)
7, 8, 9 F4 (0, 0, 3, 2, 3)
10, 11, 12 E7 (0, 0, 4, 2, 3), (0, 0, 3, 1, 2), (0, 0, 2, 0, 1), (0, 0, 1, 0, 0)
13, . . . , 18 E8 (0, 0, 6, 2, 3)
Table 7: Singularities and toric resolution for B(2) = P2.
Similarly if k is small, the ”instanton number” in the first E8 bundle might not be sufficient
to support the SU(N) bundle for largeN . This gives a restriction on possible combinations
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of N and k. In other words, there is a lower bound on η = c1(N ) for a given structure
group SU(N).
In Table B.1 we collect the geometric data that enter the spectrum of the heterotic
compactifications27. In particular we observe, that for a structure group H = SU(N), we
need k ≥ 3N which means in view of (6.14) that
η = c1(N ) ≥ Nc1(L) . (7.4)
The spectrum as determined by (7.1) is as follows: the vector multiplets follow from
the gauge group GN × G(2). In many cases, for N = 1 there is an extra S˜U(2) factor of
the same origin as in the discussion of Higgs branches in six dimensions that explains the
exceed of one in h1,1. The hodge number h1,2, which is expected to agree with the genus
of the spectral cover, can be quite large for the manifolds under consideration.
7.3. Fibrations over Fn using deformation of the standard embedding
Let us now consider the case with Z3 an elliptic fibration over B2 = Fn. Requiring
as before that the singularities of the ellipitc fibration are not worse than E8 one obtains
the restriction
|k| ≤ 12, −
(
12 + n(6 + k)
)
≤ m ≤ 12 + n(6− k) , (7.5)
which again defines a lower bound on c1(N ) in (6.14). We will consider only the case close
to the standard embedding with the gauge background embedded in the SU(N) bundle of
a single E8 factor, corresponding to k = 12 and m = 12− 6n.
The case B2 = Fn is different from the B2 = P
2 models discussed above in that for
|n| ≥ 3, the elliptic fibration over B2 will have unavoidably singularities. Moreover the
possible intersections of these singularities with those describing the perturbative gauge
symmetries will lead to extra singularities above these intersections that need to be resolved
in the Calabi–Yau four-fold W4. In general this requires a case by case study of the actual
singularities and their intersections. However we can give quite a canonical description for
the following interesting combinations of n and N : i) the trivial SU(1) bundle for all n;
ii) SU(N) bundles for |n| ≤ 6.
Let us first consider the singularities associated to large |n|, in a heterotic compactifi-
cation on the trivial SU(1) bundle. The toric resolution of singularities in W4 is described
27 Note that there is an irrelevant sign switch in our notation of k as compared to sect. 6.3.
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by adding the following vertices ν˜⋆ to ∆⋆5 in (6.10):
n ν˜⋆
−12, . . . ,−9 (0,−6, 42, 2, 3)
−8,−7 (0,−4, 30, 2, 3)
−6,−5 (0,−3, 24, 2, 3)
−4 (0,−2, 18, 2, 3)
−3 (0,−1, 8, 2, 3)
−2, . . . , 2 −
3 (0, 1,−4, 2, 3)
4 (0, 2,−6, 2, 3)
5, 6 (0, 3,−12, 2, 3)
7, 8 (0, 4,−18, 2, 3)
9, . . . , 12 (0, 6,−30, 2, 3)
Table 8: Toric resolution for a trivial bundle on the fibration pi : Z3 → Fn.
Taking the convex hull of these vertices leads to Calabi–Yau four-folds with the topo-
logical properties28 collected in Table B.2. For k > 2 there are additional non-perturbative
degrees of freedom that contribute to h1,1:
n = −3 : n′T = 4, Gnp = SU(2) ,
n = −4 : n′T = 6, Gnp = SU(2)
2 ×G2 ,
n = −5,−6 : n′T = 10, Gnp = SU(2)
2 ×G22 × F4 ,
(7.6)
Note that these spectra are precisely what we expect from k = 4, 6, 8 small E8 instantons
on E8 singularity, respectively.
For N > 1 a toric resolution of the intersections of singularities can be described by
further adding the vertices ρ to ∆⋆5:
n ρ
−6,−5 (0,−1, 4, 2, 3)
−4 (0,−1, 6, 2, 3)
−3, . . . , 3 −
4 (0, 1,−6, 2, 3)
5, 6 (0, 1,−8, 2, 3)
Table 9: Toric resolution for SU(N) bundles on the fibration pi : Z3 → Fn.
28 The Calabi–Yau manifolds associated to the polyhedra ∆⋆5 as defined above have identical
hodge numbers for n and −n and we can therefore restrict to one sign for n.
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The topological data for these cases are collected in Table B.3.29
The non-perturbative degrees of freedom contributing to h1,1 are
n = 7, 8 : n′T = 14, Gnp = S˜U(2)× SU(2)
2 ×G32 × F4 ,
n = 9, . . . , 12 : n′T = 22, Gnp = S˜U(2)× SU(2)
4 ×G42 × F
2
4 ×E8 ,
(7.7)
These spectra are almost identical to what we expect from k = 9, 10 small E8 instantons
on an E8 singularity, respectively. We interpret the modifications as deformations of these
configurations.
8. Conclusions
We have seen how mirror symmetry can be used to define vector bundles on Calabi–
Yau n-folds Zn and implies F-theory/heterotic duality at the classical level. In particular
the construction allows for a very systematic identification of a dual pair realized in toric
geometry, consisting of a Calabi–Yau n + 1-fold Wn+1 for F-theory compactification and
a Calabi–Yau n-fold Zn together with a family of vector bundles on it defining a heterotic
theory. While the construction proves F-theory/heterotic duality at the classical level, we
would really like to go on to a comparison of quantum corrected properties, both to verify
duality at the quantum level and also to calculate quantities that are difficult to access in
one of the two theories, assuming duality. There are two obvious candidates for quantum
corrected quantities accessible by the geometric framework. Firstly, we can use mirror
symmetry to compute correlation functions of two-dimensional topological sigma models
[61] and compare to correlators in the space time theory. The general framework of mirror
symmetry of Calabi–Yau n-folds has been developped in [62] and has been implemented
into toric geometry in [49], with an identification of the relevant correlators in M-theory30.
In general the correlators as computed by the topological sigma model are further modified
by quantum corrections that do not arise from Euclidean fundamental string world-sheet
wrappings. However, favorable situations in which these extra corrections are absent should
29 For |n| = 4 and N = 2 we have omitted the vertex ρ, since addition of the vertices ν˜⋆ provides
already a valid resolution.
30 For a relation to space time quantities in the two dimensional type IIA compactification, see
[63].
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exist and could be used for a comparison of heterotic and F-theory moduli spaces at the
quantum level31.
A second important quantity of the four-dimensional N = 1 theory is its superpo-
tential for the moduli fields. In M-theory compactified on W4 to three dimensions, the
superpotential arises from Euclidean five-brane wrappings on six-cycles D with special
topological properties [65], with an instanton action proportional to the volume V (D) of
D. For smooth D the condition is that its arithmetic genus χ(D) is equal to one. This
framework has been used in [66] to calculate the superpotential of N = 1 field theories
and their compactifications to three dimensions. In the toric Calabi–Yau manifolds used
in the present paper, the divisors D, χ(D) and V (D) can be systematically determined
from intersection calculus [49]. It would be very interesting to apply and extend these
toric methods in phenomenologically interesting N = 1 d = 4 theories constructed in this
paper.
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Appendix A. The local mirror limit
To justify the limit (2.4) we have to show that it corresponds to the image in complex
structure of the local limit in Ka¨hler moduli space under the action of mirror symmetry.
To decouple the Ka¨hler deformations of the local resolution of an H singularity in the
elliptic fibration over a point z = 0 on the base P1, we require first an infinite volume for
the base and then concentrate on the flat local neighborhood of z = 0.
The Ka¨hler moduli tr, r = 1, . . . , h
1,1 measure the volumes of holomorphic curves
in Mn+1 with the volume form given by the Ka¨hler form. In toric geometry, a non-
trivial homology class corresponds to a linear relation l(r) between the vertices νi of the
polyhedron ∆Mn+1 : ∑
i
l
(r)
i νi = 0 . (A.1)
31 An interesting comparison of quantum corrected correlators in eight dimensions appeared in
[64].
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In the absence of non-toric deformations there are h1,1 relations of this type. The specific
choice of a basis of such linear relations which generates the Ka¨hler cone is provided by
the so-called Mori vectors.
Let us consider n = 1, the case n > 1 being completely analogous. For the K3
manifolds described in sect 3.2, the vertices νi can be divided into three groups NΣ, Σ ∈
{0,+,−} according to the sign of the first entry. The vertices with a zero entry form the
polyhedron ∆E of the elliptic fiber, while the vertices with positive (negative) first entry
correspond to the resolution of a singularity H1 (H2) at z = 0 (z =∞), except for ν0 and
ν˜0. The volumes of the generic elliptic fiber E and the base B correspond to the linear
relations
l(E) : −6e0 + 2e2 + 3e3 + f1 = 0 , l
(B) : v0 + v˜0 − 2f1 = 0 , (A.2)
where e0 = (0, 0, 0) is the single interior point of the polyhedron ∆M2 and the coefficient
of e0 is determined by the fact that the vertices νi are in fact a short-hand notation for
four-dimensional vertices in the hyperplane x0 = 1 of a four-dimensional integral lattice
Λ4 [19].
The linear relation l(B) determines a holomorphic curve CB which is isomorphic to
the base of the elliptic fibration of M2. The local limit in Ka¨hler moduli is thus given by
tB → i∞, where tB is the flat coordinate at large radius whose imaginary part measures
the size of the base B.
In the K3 manifoldM2, a vertex νi of ∆M2 corresponds to a divisor Di : xi = 0 inM2,
where xi are the Batyrev-Cox variables used in the definition of the hyperplane as in (3.1).
In particular, CB ⊂ M2 is given by xf1 = 0. There are further linear relations, or equiva-
lently Ka¨hler classes, l(+,r), which are associated to the resolution of the singularities H1.
They involve only vertices in N0 and N+. Similarly there is another set of linear relations
l(−,r) involving vertices in N0 ∪N− associated to the resolution of the H− singularity. In
terms of the mirror manifoldW2, the vertices νi correspond to deformations of the defining
equation in (3.1). In particular a vertex νi ⊂ NΣ corresponds to a monomial in pΣ in (2.3).
To find the limit in complex structure corresponding to tB → i∞ we need also the action of
mirror symmetry on the moduli space, or said differently the map between Ka¨hler moduli
of M2 and complex structure moduli of W2. In the large radius/large complex structure
limit it is given in terms of the so-called algebraic coordinates zr by
tr =
1
2πi
ln zr, zr =
∏
i
a
l
(r)
i
i , (A.3)
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where ai are the parameters for the complex structure related to the vertex νi as defined
in (3.1).
We are now ready to establish the validity of (2.4). We are searching for a limit
ai → ǫ
λiai of the parameters ai in (3.1), defined by the exponents λi, which corresponds
to tB → i∞ for ǫ → 0, while keeping all the other Ka¨hler moduli fixed. From (A.3) it
follows that λi =
∑
j c
jνi,j leaves all zr invariant, with νi,j denoting the j-th entry of the
vertex νi and c
j constants. However there is another solution for the λi that leaves invariant
the z±,r as well as zE , namely aΣ,i → ǫλΣ,iaΣ,i with λΣ,i = cΣνi,1 parametrized by three
constants cΣ of which c0 is irrelevant. The only two classes of inequivalent solutions for the
constants c+, c− that are compatible with zB → 0, are c1+ = 1, c
1
− = 0 or c
1
+ = 0, c
1
− = −1.
The first entry νi,1 determines also the v power of the monomial
∏
j x
1+〈ν⋆j ,νi〉
j multiplying
ai. So z+,r will be independent of ǫ → 0 precisely if λ+,i is proportional to the v power
of the monomial that multiplies a+,i. Therefore the two solutions are precisely the two
patches of the local mirror limit in (2.4), in agreement with our assertion.
For the higher-dimensional case, we can similarly split the vertices νi according to
the sign of the n-th entry νi,n, which again determines the power of v of the monomial
associated to νi in the mirror polynomial p∆∗ . The rest follows from the above n = 1 case.
Appendix B. Topological data for the manifolds in sect. 7
The following tables specify the topological data for the elliptic fibrations above the
bases F˜k and F˜k,m,n described in section 7. The hodge numbers are given in the first
line in the form (h1,1δh1,1 , h
1,2, h1,3δh1,3), where as before δh
1,i denotes the number of h1,i
deformations that are frozen in the toric model. The second line denotes the Euler number
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χ and (χ mod 24).
SU1 SU2 SU3 SU4 SU5 SU6
k=−18 G(2)=SU1
(110,0,309890)
186048 (0)
k=−17 G(2)=SU1
(120,0,283480)
170208 (0)
k=−16 G(2)=SU1
(120,0,258280)
155088 (0)
k=−15 G(2)=SU1
(120,1,234290)
140688 (0)
k=−14 G(2)=SU1
(120,3,211510)
127008 (0)
k=−13 G(2)=SU1
(120,6,189940)
114048 (0)
k=−12 G(2)=SU1
(120,10,169580) (100,0,169590)
101808 (0) 101862 (6)
k=−11 G(2)=SU1
(120,15,150430) (100,0,150460)
90288 (0) 90384 (0)
k=−10 G(2)=SU1
(120,21,132490) (100,0,132550)
79488 (0) 79638 (6)
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SU1 SU2 SU3 SU4 SU5 SU6
k=−9 G(2)=SU1
(120,28,115760) (100,0,115860) (90,0,115870)
69408 (0) 69624 (0) 69624 (0)
k=−8 G(2)=SU1
(120,36,100240) (100,0,100390) (90,0,100420)
60048 (0) 60342 (6) 60354 (18)
k=−7 G(2)=SU1
(120,45,85930) (100,0,86140) (90,0,86200)
51408 (0) 51792 (0) 51822 (6)
k=−6 G(2)=SU1
(120,55,72830) (100,0,73110) (90,0,73210) (80,0,73220)
43488 (0) 43974 (6) 44028 (12) 44028 (12)
k=−5 G(2)=SU1
(120,66,60940) (100,0,61300) (90,0,61450) (80,0,61480)
36288 (0) 36888 (0) 36972 (12) 36984 (0)
k=−4 G(2)=SU1
(120,78,50260) (100,0,50710) (90,0,50920) (80,0,50980)
29808 (0) 30534 (6) 30654 (6) 30684 (12)
k=−3 G(2)=SU1
(120,91,40790) (100,0,41340) (90,0,41620) (80,0,41720) (70,0,41730)
24048 (0) 24912 (0) 25074 (18) 25128 (0) 25128 (0)
k=−2 G(2)=SU1
(120,105,32530) (100,0,33190) (90,0,33550) (80,0,33700) (70,0,33730)
19008 (0) 20022 (6) 20232 (0) 20316 (12) 20328 (0)
k=−1 G(2)=SU1
(120,120,25480) (100,0,26260) (90,0,26710) (80,0,26920) (70,0,26980)
14688 (0) 15864 (0) 16128 (0) 16248 (0) 16278 (6)
k=0 G(2)=SU1
(120,136,19640) (100,0,20550) (90,0,21100) (80,0,21380) (70,0,21480) (60,0,21490)
11088 (0) 12438 (6) 12762 (18) 12924 (12) 12978 (18) 12978 (18)
k=1 G(2)=SU1
(120,153,15010) (100,0,16060) (90,0,16720) (80,0,17080) (70,0,17230) (60,0,17260)
8208 (0) 9744 (0) 10134 (6) 10344 (0) 10428 (12) 10440 (0)
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SU1 SU2 SU3 SU4 SU5 SU6
k=2 G(2)=SU1
(120,171,11590) (100,0,12790) (90,0,13570) (80,0,14020) (70,0,14230) (60,0,14290)
6048 (0) 7782 (6) 8244 (12) 8508 (12) 8628 (12) 8658 (18)
k=3 G(2)=SU1
(120,191,9390) (100,1,10750) (90,1,11660) (80,1,12210) (70,1,12490) (60,1,12590)
4608 (0) 6552 (0) 7092 (12) 7416 (0) 7578 (18) 7632 (0)
k=4 G(2)=SU2
(130,210,8280) (110,0,9810) (100,0,10860) (90,0,11520) (80,0,11880) (70,0,12030)
3834 (18) 6000 (0) 6624 (0) 7014 (6) 7224 (0) 7308 (12)
k=5 G(2)=G2
(140,231,7730) (120,0,9440) (110,0,10640) (100,0,11420) (90,0,11870) (80,0,12080)
3384 (0) 5784 (0) 6498 (18) 6960 (0) 7224 (0) 7344 (0)
k=6 G(2)=G2
(162,253,7450) (142,0,9350) (132,0,10710) (122,0,11620) (112,0,12170) (102,0,12450)
3096 (0) 5742 (6) 6552 (0) 7092 (12) 7416 (0) 7578 (18)
k=7 G(2)=F4
(160,276,7360) (140,0,9460) (130,0,10990) (120,0,12040) (110,0,12700) (100,0,13060)
2904 (0) 5808 (0) 6720 (0) 7344 (0) 7734 (6) 7944 (0)
k=8 G(2)=F4
(160,300,7360) (140,0,9670) (130,0,11380) (120,0,12580) (110,0,13360) (100,0,13810)
2760 (0) 5934 (6) 6954 (18) 7668 (12) 8130 (18) 8394 (18)
k=9 G(2)=F4
(182,325,7430) (162,0,9960) (152,0,11860) (142,0,13220) (132,0,14130) (122,0,14680)
2664 (0) 6120 (0) 7254 (6) 8064 (0) 8604 (12) 8928 (0)
k=10 G(2)=E7
(190,351,7570) (170,0,10330) (160,0,12430) (150,0,13960) (140,0,15010) (130,0,15670)
2598 (6) 6348 (12) 7602 (18) 8514 (18) 9138 (18) 9528 (0)
k=11 G(2)=E7
(190,378,7750) (170,0,10750) (160,0,13060) (150,0,14770) (140,0,15970) (130,0,16750)
2544 (0) 6600 (0) 7980 (12) 9000 (0) 9714 (18) 10176 (0)
k=12 G(2)=E7
(190,406,7960) (170,0,11210) (160,0,13740) (150,0,15640) (140,0,17000) (130,0,17910)
2502 (6) 6876 (12) 8388 (12) 9522 (18) 10332 (12) 10872 (0)
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k=13 G(2)=E8×S˜U2
(210,441,8200) (190,6,11710) (180,6,14470) (170,6,16570) (160,6,18100) (150,6,19150)
2448 (0) 7152 (0) 8802 (18) 10056 (0) 10968 (0) 11592 (0)
k=14 G(2)=E8×S˜U2
(210,468,8470) (190,3,12250) (180,3,15250) (170,3,17560) (160,3,19270) (150,3,20470)
2448 (0) 7494 (6) 9288 (0) 10668 (12) 11688 (0) 12402 (18)
k=15 G(2)=E8×S˜U2
(210,497,8760) (190,1,12820) (180,1,16070) (170,1,18600) (160,1,20500) (150,1,21860)
2448 (0) 7848 (0) 9792 (0) 11304 (0) 12438 (6) 13248 (0)
k=16 G(2)=E8×S˜U2
(210,528,9070) (190,0,13420) (180,0,16930) (170,0,19690) (160,0,21790) (150,0,23320)
2448 (0) 8214 (6) 10314 (18) 11964 (12) 13218 (18) 14130 (18)
k=17 G(2)=E8×S˜U2
(210,561,9400) (190,0,14050) (180,0,17830) (170,0,20830) (160,0,23140) (150,0,24850)
2448 (0) 8592 (0) 10854 (6) 12648 (0) 14028 (12) 15048 (0)
k=18 G(2)=E8
(200,595,9750) (180,0,14710) (170,0,18770) (160,0,22020) (150,0,24550) (140,0,26450)
2448 (0) 8982 (6) 11412 (12) 13356 (12) 14868 (12) 16002 (18)
Table B.1: Topological data for the elliptic fibrations over F˜k dual to SU(N) bundles on
elliptic fibrations Z3 → P
2 as described in sect. 7.2.
n=7 n=8 n=9 n=10 n=11 n=12
(510,763,12520) (510,827,13520) (720,886,14540) (720,950,15580) (720,1014,16620) (731,1079,17660)
3288 (0) 3504 (0) 3888 (0) 4128 (0) 4368 (0) 4608 (0)
Table B.2: Topological data for the elliptic fibrations over F˜12,12−6n,n dual to SU(1)
bundles on elliptic fibrations Z3 → Fn as described in sect. 7.3.
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n=−6 G(2)=E8
(410,707,11540) (390,2,17390) (380,2,22120) (370,2,25810) (360,2,28540) (350,2,30390)
2976 (0) 10704 (0) 13536 (0) 15744 (0) 17376 (0) 18480 (0)
n=−5 G(2)=E8
(410,645,10600) (390,0,15930) (380,0,20220) (370,0,23550) (360,0,26000) (350,0,27650)
2784 (0) 9840 (0) 12408 (0) 14400 (0) 15864 (0) 16848 (0)
n=−4 G(2)=E8
(310,597,9740) (280,2,14700) (280,2,18720) (270,2,21910) (260,2,24340) (250,2,26090)
2496 (0) 9024 (0) 11436 (12) 13344 (0) 14796 (12) 15840 (0)
n=−3 G(2)=E8
(260,552,9020) (240,1,13610) (230,1,17360) (220,1,20350) (210,1,22660) (200,1,24370)
2304 (0) 8352 (0) 10596 (12) 12384 (0) 13764 (12) 14784 (0)
n=−2 G(2)=E8
(210,529,8681) (190,0,13091) (180,0,16701) (170,0,19591) (160,0,21841) (150,0,23531)
2208 (0) 8016 (0) 10176 (0) 11904 (0) 13248 (0) 14256 (0)
n=−1 G(2)=E8
(210,529,8680) (190,0,13090) (180,0,16700) (170,0,19590) (160,0,21840) (150,0,23530)
2208 (0) 8016 (0) 10176 (0) 11904 (0) 13248 (0) 14256 (0)
n=0 G(2)=E8
(210,529,8680) (190,0,13090) (180,0,16700) (170,0,19590) (160,0,21840) (150,0,23530)
2208 (0) 8016 (0) 10176 (0) 11904 (0) 13248 (0) 14256 (0)
Table B.3: Topological data for the elliptic fibrations over F˜12,12−6n,n dual to SU(N) bundles
on elliptic fibrations Z3 → Fn as described in sect. 7.3.
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